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Ed’s note

Onwards and
upwards
I won’t dwell on the past – we’re all aware of how things have been.
Instead spring’s on the way, summer soon after and a brighter
outlook all round. It won’t be quite as simple as previously but all
being well it’ll be a darn sight less gloomy. And SUP (watersports in
general actually) are primed to help you make the most of what
you’ve got on your own doorstep or locale. With a staycation
season primed to return again having the toys to make the most of
it are worthwhile investments – if you can.
Stand up paddlers have always been open minded sort. Right back pre2010 (when I first started), anyone dabbling with a paddle had a broader
outlook of what else could be done (myself included) on the water. Other
watery disciplines didn’t have the same mentality (and naming no
names still don’t). These days the ‘playing field’ of brine offers even
greater scope to all who accept it. With Mother Nature being a moody
type it makes sense to possess ‘tools’ you can utilise whatever the
weather chucks at you. I don’t think I need to point out that the UK’s
conditions can (and will) change in a heartbeat.
The avenues for paddling your board are many - it doesn’t just have to be
about flat water. But you can also add other ‘bits’ for additional watery
fulfilment. Stick with a paddle if you wish, no probs. Utilise alternative
means of propulsion when it’s breezy (thereby making lighter work of a
previously arduous task) or bypass the water altogether and fly above it, in
some cases still using a paddle, however. There are so many options and
it’s no secret I make good use of all of them. The synergy of which may
not appear obvious at first. Yet all these ways, proven and new, offer ability
to ride and utilise a familiar concept (at least as you initially launch):
standing on a platform (read board) atop water in case you missed that...
This summer a whole host of weather scenarios will present themselves
as you make all efforts to enjoy our green and pleasant land to the
fullest. Understanding the ‘tools’ you have at your disposal, and how best
to use them, will see maximum fun and time in the drink being enjoyed.
With such options it makes sense to use as many as these pieces of
equipment whenever and wherever you see fit.
With the above all said, however, THE most important thing this season is to
have fun – as much as you can. It’s been lacking of late and long overdue.
Here at SUPM we’re picking up where we left off in 2020 but aiming to do
even more. This issue’s crammed full of a wide spectrum of content
that’ll hopefully get your juices flowing. I’d like to thank everyone who’s
been involved: Pete and Anne, who I work with on the mag especially.
Their efforts and behind the scenes work don’t go unnoticed. But also
everyone else who’s contributed – some in more obvious ways than
others – and been in touch with feedback and general big ups. Winter
has been tricky and sometimes a supportive (if virtual) shoulder to cry
on – both metaphorically and really – have been muchly appreciated.
Thank you everyone!
So without further ado welcome to the first SUP Mag UK of 2021 – we
hope you enjoy it!
Tez Plavenieks – Feb 2021
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SUPJUNKIE REPORTING:
Flat water
Due to circumstances beyond our control, the Cardiff
race has had to be moved. This decision was
completely out of our hands but we were determined
that this great event would not be cancelled. It will
now take place on the 25th September and will be the
Finale in our flat water series. The silver lining is that
we hope all those currently on the waiting list will be
able to race. Racing takes place at the always popular
Cardiff International White Water Centre.
The race at Central SUP has now been postponed to
2022 and we cannot wait to re-visit Chris Kenyon and
his team in the Midlands.
That means that the 10th anniversary of the Battle
of the Thames on 12th June will now be the first race
of our flat water series. What a great way to start!
This should be a wonderful event, with the everhospitable Johncey family hosting with a drink or
two afterwards to celebrate this anniversary issue.

THE GBSUP NATIONAL RACE SERIES 2021
Words: Sarah Thornely
Photos: Supjunkie, Bronac McNeill, That Camera Man,
Ollio Moss, Stephen Duncombe and RNLI/Nigel Millard

The second flat water race will be held at Poole on
the 26th June with our friends at BaySUP and it is at
that same event we start our Ocean Series.

‘BRING IT ON’ we hear you shout loud and clear and who
wouldn’t after the year we have just had with NO RACING
in our 2020 National Series and most other races around
the UK and worldwide cancelled due to… but hey, let’s not
mention the ‘C’ word!

The Ocean Series
This series starts at the Battle of the Bay in Poole –
this is another popular event where conditions can
be challenging which is what our ocean-lovers like.
BaySUP always put on a wonderful day for our
GBSUP paddlers.

First, we have to applaud Edge Watersports for
managing to put on one of the only big races of the
Summer, the popular Ex Hammer in late September
2020 – a good turnout for them with people keen to
get on the water in a competitive way.
Congratulations to all those who raced, including
Marie Buchanan and Blue Ewer taking top honours
in the 14’ race board category – continuing where
they left off in the GBSUP races of 2019 by both
being crowned Flat Water Champs!

The next weekend sees us all head down to one of
the most beautiful parts of the UK where Ocean
Sports host the Celtic Cup at Carbis Bay on 3rd/4th
July – anyone who was there in 2019 will remember
those incredible conditions and the colour of the
sea – why would you not visit? You can check out
Supjunkie’s live fee of the 2019 distance race on the
GBSUP website.
The finale of the Ocean Series sees us head almost to
the other end of the country – properly up north (you
did ask!) where the Northern SUP Race Team will host
a new race and venue, the Beadnell Belta in
Northumberland on 21st August. Again, there will be
some good technical ocean racing at this new event
held over a weekend. It will be where the overall
winners of the Ocean Series will be crowned so we
guess there may be a party or two here as well.

Back to our own National Series; “Following the
Government Press Release on 22nd Feb, we are all
cautiously ecstatic at the possibility of getting back
on the water seeing all of our friends and making
many new ones racing in the UK. We have a
cracking series of races but have had to make some
changes to the current race schedule,” said Director
Mark Price. “We have a 10th anniversary to celebrate
with the Battle of the Thames, three flat water
distance races, three ocean technical races and
back for a second time for the National Sprint
Championships with British Canoeing in
Nottingham. Please join us in keeping your fingers
and webbed toes crossed for 2021.”
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Sprints
Sprints have always been popular with our racers
and the British Canoeing event at Nottingham a few
years ago saw us racing in lanes with start line
‘buckets’ – it was a whole new experience and it’s
happening again in 2021 – 4/5th September sees
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us back at Holme Pierrepont for some good oldfashioned head-to-head racing. Numbers for this
event are very limited so as usual, keep an eye on
our social media platforms for a release date later
in the year to register.

We would love to say to any new paddlers or racers,
please do come and get involved, don’t be shy – we
were all beginners once and had the same feelings
you might have – GBSUP pride themselves on
welcoming ALL so please feel free to contact us or any
member of the team and ask any question you like.

Race classes remain the same with 14’, 12’6, N1SCO
and prone and the racing is definitely for everybody
with age prizes to aspire to – Juniors, Seniors,
Masters, Veterans and Grand Kahunas.

Check our website for all the rules and FAQ’s on
the race series: www.gbsup.co.uk

Something new for 2021
There will be a National Series Overall Team Trophy
– every member of your team who races get points,
the better they perform the more points they will
receive. Every member of your team that enters the
Challenge Tour will receive an equal number of
points (just for entering, not performing). These
points will be added up over each race and at the
end of the whole season, the team with the most
points will get the trophy and will go into the GBSUP
Hall of Fame.

The Challenge Tour
All the pleasure without the pain – this is for those
paddlers who wish to participate in the event
without racing, they can paddle the same course
just for fun or to challenge themselves. You may be
new to racing, not be competitive or even coming
back from injury – this could be the perfect thing
for you. You will be properly looked after and
encouraged on the course by the lovely Mike who
heads up the Challenge Tour.
7
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On 30th April 2021,
GBSUP will release
details of host venue
applications for
2022.

Here is some of the latest
guidance on water safety
during the current
lockdown:
https://rnli.org/news-andmedia/2021/january/07/rnl
is-water-safety-warningduring-lockdown

GBSUP partners
with the RNLI

the year. Water safety is a high priority for us all and
is something we should all have the best possible
knowledge of.
One of the many focuses that GBSUP has within its
awesome community of participants is to promote
safe water use, whilst keeping the enjoyment for all
those out on the water. This has been highlighted
over the course of the past 12 months by a number
of accidents and prominent press coverage that we
now see for our sport.

From Mark Price “As more and more of us venture
out on the water in more and more challenging
conditions, it is the volunteers that give up their
time in the RNLI that are so often there for us
when we desperately need them. It is for that
reason the GBSUP team have decided to partner
with them to raise much-needed funds to keep
this incredible organisation fit for purpose and
ready to save lives. Please do all you can and
help us this year to support this cause.”

Over the years it has become clear that the RNLI
does not limit the amazing work it does to just our
coastlines, when performing rescues and saving
lives, it is also pioneering water safety and
prevention through education work and the sharing
of vital information.

Press release from the GBSUP website:
“We have all seen a huge upsurge in people taking up
Stand Up Paddle boarding (SUP) over the last year.
The explosion has not just been limited to SUP use;
other water sports have seen a similar type of
growth. The result of this has been the RNLI are now
attending more and more shouts with people getting
into difficulty and amongst those are Stand Up
Paddle boarders.

We at GBSUP thought it would be amazing if we and
the RNLI could develop a partnership that would
enable the RNLI to share water safety advice and
guidance from their own life saving knowledge to
our community and we show our love and support in
return by raising awareness and much needed
money so they can keep their services saving lives.

The RNLI continues to rely on voluntary contributions
and legacies for its income. 93% of their total income
comes from donations and support like ours, which
in 2019 helped launch 8,941 lifeboat rescues, aid over
29,000 beachgoers and respond to 17,356 incidents.
It cost £181.5M to run the RNLI lifesaving service in
2019, which is no small amount.

Over the next year we at GBSUP have formed this
partnership with the RNLI and we are raising money
in aid of them and the amazing work that they do.
Every donation will help in saving lives and continue
the drive on water safety. We will see the RNLI at
some of our events through 2021 sharing their
knowledge and raising awareness and they will be
working with us in our online social media on a
range of relevant safety topics.

The RNLI is a registered charity that saves lives at
sea. Its volunteers provide a 24-hour search and
rescue service around the United Kingdom and
Republic of Ireland coasts. The RNLI operates over
238 lifeboat stations in the UK and Ireland and, in a
normal year, more than 240 lifeguard units on
beaches around the UK and Channel Islands.

We all wanted to work together and do our bit to help
this great organisation keep us safe. Join us at GBSUP
to make a difference. https://gofund.me/3eb236b3
The RNLI is independent of Coastguard and
government and depends on voluntary donations
and legacies to maintain its rescue service. Since the
RNLI was founded in 1824, its lifeboat crews and
lifeguards have saved over 142,700 lives.”

We all know that the GBSUP National Race Series is a
water focused sport, with different types of craft,
including SUP and Prone boards entering the water
for racing, training and general activities throughout
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Hall of Fame
We would love to honour all the National Champions be it in the Flat Water, Ocean
Series or even Age Categories. If you have made it to the top spot at the end of each
series, we think you should be in our Hall of Fame. Please send a photo and short bio
and we will make sure you are honoured as you should be. Whilst we are here, let’s
look at a couple of those in our Hall of Fame:
Mark Salter - bio
2019 Men’s Technical Series
Champion

Fran Blake - bio
2018 Ladies 12’6 Series Champion
2019 Ladies 14’ Veterans Series
Champion

2019 was my first full race season. I competed in the
12’6 category which was fantastic fun. I was
delighted to win the GBSUP Technical Series and also
won 2nd place in the GBSUP Distance Series. I’m
trained by my wife Cassie, who is an excellent
endurance paddler and coach based in Nottingham. I
love all aspects of SUP and was hooked from day one.
The benefits to mental and physical health are
terrific. We’ve been on numerous scenic adventures
across the UK. Paddleboarding is the perfect way to
spend free time and it brings people together – the
friendships that we’ve made; we never would have
met such a wonderful and kind set of people without
paddleboarding. We’re blessed. I’d very much like to
give thanks to the organisers and volunteers of the
GBSUP Series events, which are outstanding. For all
of us that race, we’re having the time of our lives.
Please keep doing what you do for many years to
come! Instagram @uksupracer

9
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As you can see, there
should be lots going on
and we are a friendly
bunch. We cannot wait to
see you at the first race
of the 2021 National
Series – thank you as
ever for your support.

Watersports have always been my passion from
windsurfing and paddling Dragon Boats in the 80s, to
Outriggers in the 90s. In 2013 I discovered SUP and
swapped racing bikes to boards! I took my first title in
Jersey that September at The Battle of The Rock.
Sponsorship with K66, Fanatic & ION followed and with
that a job with Nik Baker representing these fabulous
brands. I became an ASI Instructor that winter and set
up SUP4LIFE teaching SUP at Hayling Island, my
home since 2007. Shoulder surgery in December 2015
and further surgery in Summer 2016 set me back on
the racing front. I worked super hard to regain my
fitness and in 2018 was delighted to take the overall
National 12’6 Series Title. I followed this up with the
Veterans Series 14’ Title in 2019. I have made many
friends through this wonderful sport and have a job I
love too. Thank you GBSUP for all the events,
experiences and memories that you have provided. It’s
not over yet, so much more to learn!

Please check out our
website for the full Hall
of Fame, a list of clubs
and schools in the UK,
videos and photos of all
past events, meet the
GBSUP team and visit our
shop, where you can buy
your very own GBSUP tshirt! www.gbsup.co.uk
and follow us on
Instagram @gbsup and
Twitter @GBSUP
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Words: Verity Thomas (aka Vee Jay)
Pics: Dave Ferguson, Steve Walker,
Matt Noel - Salty Lens Photography,
Tim Axford - STAxford Productions,
Cameron Aird and Supjunkie
We asked some paddlers who have
one thing in common; they live
and paddle in Jersey; for their
views on Jersey paddling, their
favourite spot and any advice they
could offer visitors. Here’s what
they have to say…

Photo: Cameron Aird

Main photo: Chloë
Blampied, Tania Le
Couilliard and Verity
Thomas
Photo: Matt Noel - Salty
Lens Photography

Andrea Coulding, 54
I’ve been paddling since 2018. Sara (Prescott) took me out. I bought my first board, a 12’6 SIC race board
soon after. My favourite place to paddle is St Brelades Bay, it’s beautiful. St Ouens is too busy. All the
beaches in Jersey are beautiful to explore and I love the social element of paddling. I would say the best
thing to do when paddling in Jersey for the first time is get some lessons. Check the wind, tides and
swell.
Paddle inspiration: Fiona Quinn

Photo: Tim Axford STAxford Productions
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Jane Davies
Photo: Gone Paddling

Chloë Blampied, 40
My first SUP outing was on a sunset tour for
a friend’s birthday, and I loved it straight
away. It took about a year for my sister,
VeeJay to convince me to have a go at
racing. I use a ONE race board, which I try to
ride in pretty much all conditions. There are
so many amazing spots. I love Long Beach
and Belcroute. I’m not too fond of St
Brelades due to crowds and the number of
boats on the water, in the summer. The best
thing about paddling in Jersey is we have so
many options for beaches and conditions. It
offers a bit of everything to both beginners
and experienced paddlers. My advice to
visitors is to learn the local tides. The tidal
range is huge and the flow, particularly on a
big tide, is incredibly fast.
Paddling inspiration: Fiona Wylde.

Chloë Blampied
Photo: Matt Noel Salty Lens Photography

Laura Johnson (LJ)
by Supjunkie

Jane Davies, 25
I started lifesaving, and the beachside
introduced me to prone paddling. I do SUP,
but I prefer Prone. My favourite bay to
paddle is Belcroute! St Brelades Bay midsummer is hard with so many boats about. I
love paddling in Jersey because there are so
many spots to choose from; you can find
somewhere, no matter what the wind
direction is. It’s also a great way to get
around our coast and see some beautiful
spots. My advice to visiting paddlers would
be speaking to someone experienced;
there’s plenty of people who can give you
good advice.
Paddling inspiration: I don’t have anyone
famous; my inspiration for ocean sport is
my dad who loved sailing!
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Sara Prescott, 55

Sara Prescott
Photo: Steve Walker

I was a kayaker then thought I would give
SUP a go. Paddling in Jersey is beautiful.
St Brelades Bay is my favourite spot,
which can have a huge variety of
conditions. There can be surf, downwind,
flat water. There isn’t a place I don’t like to
paddle in Jersey! I’ve even paddled with
dolphins in St Brelades Bay. Jersey is just
beautiful; there’s always somewhere to
paddle in the worst of weather. It’s a
beautiful island, and you can paddle from
any of the bays. My advice: Go out there
and enjoy!
Paddling inspiration: Local paddler,
Andre le Geyt.

Laura Shorto, 36
I took up paddling because of my fiancé,
Ben. I surfed before I met Ben, but quickly
got the SUP bug and bought my own. My
favourite place to paddle in St Ouens Bay,
as 90% of what I do is SUP Surfing. St
Ouens is the best place for a surf with
loads of room and different peaks to
choose from. If it’s a still, glassy day, it’s a
beautiful bay to paddle to Rocco Tower
with a snorkel and explore the marine life.
It is so diverse with so many different
bays that offer so many paddle
experiences. You will always find a bay
that is still for a quiet touring paddle, or a
bay to surf if another is blown out.
Paddle inspiration: Jo Bennett (local
paddler), she is a graceful SUP surfer, I
love watching her, one day I hope to
surf like her.

Laura Johnson (LJ)
I was never good at surfing, but SUP came
naturally after two goes I was hooked! I
love my SIC RS. It does everything! There
are many places I like to paddle, but St
Catherine’s to Gorey and back is my local
area. Jersey is an exceptional place to
paddle; there’s such varied coastline,
excellent clear water, wildlife and every
type of weather/sea state condition,
sometimes all in one day! My advice
would be, “Be safe.” Know where you can
launch and get out if there is an issue.
Wear and carry the appropriate safety
equipment. It may look flat calm in the
bay, but it can be a different story on the
other side of the headland!
Paddling inspiration: Seychelle’s
journey to world number one. Casper’s
epic adventures. Anni, Tim, VeeJay,
Chloe, they are the ones who
encouraged me to get out on the water.
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Tania Le Couilliard
Photo: Matt Noel Salty Lens Photography

Stacy Benstead, 24
I wanted to explore our island, and my friend
took me out! I was hooked from then! I
mostly surf and my favourite board is the
Fanatic Pro Wave 8’9. I love Greve de Lecq as
the beach is beautiful and you can paddle
around the coastline and explore the caves.
My top place is St.Ouens Bay, where the surf
is. All I have to say is, “Jersey’s just awesome!”
Nowhere is too far away to venture,
everywhere is so beautiful. I love paddling out
with friends and watching the sunset. One
thing that is great for visitors is that there are
many different SUP options in Jersey so the
island can cater to other SUP interests.
Paddling inspiration: Izzi Gomez –
powerful, passionate woman!

My favourite place to paddle is at St
Catherine’s. The water is so fresh, and there
is hardly ever anyone there! Otherwise, I
would say St Brelades Bay, so I can grab a
Chinese or pizza after! I don’t particularly
appreciate paddling at Green Island. One
thing about paddling in Jersey is you can
get away from people. You get all
conditions! I personally love messy storm
conditions, but you can also get the flat,
stunning summer days, downwinds, surf!
Everything! It makes you a more
rounded paddler!
Paddling inspiration: Steve Trott
(aka Swishy)

Tania Le Couilliard, 41
I did a SUP lesson and fell in love with it. I
first bought an iSUP then a race board and
never looked back. My least favourite place
to paddle in Jersey is the area at L’Etacq –
it’s rocky! The main thing I love about
paddling in Jersey is the variety of bays;
whatever wind direction, you can find either
flat water, bumps or surf; Whatever you
fancy on that day. Another thing is the
scenery. My advice to any paddlers would
be to check the tides, and wind and wear a
leash – always!
Paddling inspiration: Fiona Wylde.

Robin Allix, 27
I remember watching a Jersey paddle club
race down at the harbour for the Jersey Boat
Show five years ago. It looked like so much
fun I wanted to get involved!
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Verity Thomas
Photo: Matt Noel Salty Lens Photography

Robin Allix
Photo: Dave Ferguson

Joanne Bennett
Photo: Tim Axford STAxford Productions
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Joanne Bennett, 46

Verity Thomas (aka Vee Jay)

I was hooked from the first time I tried it nine
years ago. My surf friends, who were paddling
and racing, encouraged me. I surf an 11-foot
NSP Cocomat. I borrowed my favourite race
board from a friend 12’6 full carbon Fanatic
(thanks Sam Axford). I’ve retired from racing
now, and it’s all about surfing. The whole
coastline around Jersey is fantastic for
paddling and training. It’s varied, challenging
in places and the tidal pull is epic! For surfing
it’s St Ouens – perfect sup waves. Belcroute in
winter is a lot of fun. Any spot you paddle on
a summer’s day you will bump into someone
you know on the water. It’s epic for that
community feel! There are many things I love
about paddling in Jersey; the stunning
coastline; community; friends. My advice is if
it’s blowing offshore don’t go unless you’re
experienced. You’ll end up in France! Show
respect!
Paddling inspiration: Laird Hamilton and
Kai Lenny – true watermen! Locally –
Andre Le Geyt. That guy is a machine!

After having my boy, Jacques, I wanted a
way to lose the baby weight, so I took up
SUP! I discovered racing, and that was me!
The whole coast of Jersey is excellent and
cannot choose a favourite place to paddle if
I’m honest! We’ve beautiful beaches, and
you get to see places from a different
perspective. My advice would be, don’t go
beyond your abilities and check the
forecast. With the third largest tidal range in
the world, we have strong currents outside
the bays, so if unsure, don’t go!
Paddling inspiration: April Zilg. Legend
shaper, Joe Bark. Locally, Andre Le Geyt.
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Two pages on Facebook worth a follow if
you’re keen to know more about the
paddling scene in Jersey are: Jersey Paddle
Club and SUP Jersey. Or Instagram
@jersey_paddle_club. People are always
willing to answer any questions you might
have about paddling in Jersey.

Summer stoke
all year round
Since the summer there are thousands of
new paddlers everywhere – let’s turn that
new-found enthusiasm into a lifetime of
fun and adventure.

palmequipmenteurope.com
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Fly life with…

BENFELTON
Interview: SUPM
Photos: Howard Shep

Ben Felton is a Bournemouth based stand up paddleboarder that spends as much time
above the water as he does on it. Ever keen to investigate what motivates and drives
riders we caught up with Benny boy to get the lowdown.

Tell us when you first discovered stand up paddleboarding and what enticed you to get involved?
I discovered stand up paddle boarding around five years ago. A handful of friends were getting really into
SUP, experimenting in the surf and such.
I was on a plane, coming back from a week’s snowboarding, and saying to a good long friend, Nick Woods,
“I need to buy a longboard to surf and get back into the water.” His reply, was about to change my life,
“Just buy a SUP it’s the new thing and really taking off.”
I thought they were boring, just paddling up and down the local seafront until I started watching videos
online of guys ripping around on the face of big waves. I felt that’s where I need to be. Shortly after, I
brought my first SUP.
You lean more towards SUP surfing – why is this?
The answer to this, around year ago, would have been yes but my progression on the foil has allowed me to
use the foil in a whole range of conditions that I never thought would be possible. The SUPs I have rarely
come out nowadays unless its big gnarly conditions or I fancy a change.
Any joy in flat water paddling?
Yes, I enjoy a flat paddle in the summer with an essential beer stop off on route. I also have recently
purchased a race board for fitness and keep up the paddle strength. It’s a good way to workout went it’s flat.
And what about SUP foiling; when did that come on the scene for you?
I brought my first foil in November 2018. I had a local board repair guy retrofit a foil box into an 8ft
Starboard Hypernut. Again, looking at videos online inspired me to have a go. I mean, who wouldn’t want a
piece of that cake? There wasn’t anyone I knew to talk about it locally, but my friend Nick also brought
one at the same time to learn together.
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Talk us through your first flights. Were
they successful from the off or did it
require work?
Wow, those first flights! Not successful at
all. In my head I thought how hard can it
be? I’m a capable SUP surfer so adding a
foil can’t be that hard, can it? HOW
WRONG I WAS.
Every time the foil engaged, I entered
another dimension of surfing that I had no
idea about. And basically ended up with a
hardcore face plant, rail to the ribs or a foil
tip flying pass your face with the intent to
hurt me! I was amazed at how much
power the front wing produces when it
starts to work!
It took some time. I had endless sessions
where the conditions were perfect for my
SUP, but I gave them up to struggle with the
learning process of the foil. But when you
get it, you reap the rewards big time and
the struggle period is a thing of the past.

Any other foiling discipline in the mix
for you? If so, what are they and why?
I need to look a lot more into downwind
foiling. It looks insane; I love the fact you
can ride swells endlessly carving around. I
do have a wing set up that should allow
me to downwind foil.

Where’s your local, and how is it
for foiling?
Bournemouth area is my local. Yes, it’s
great for foiling. I’ve been jumping around
all the local spots lately, and they all have
their different good points. There is one in
particular that works occasionally, and
you’re able to play around on a swell for
500m plus easily. In fact, another foiler
did a 730m ride recently.

Tow in foiling is also on the list. When we
are allowed to travel, I’m hoping to try this
out in Fuerteventura.
What’s better: a cracking day SUP surfing
in good waves or a day SUP foiling in
average wave conditions, and why?
This is a tough one to answer! If the
conditions are right and there’s a nice size,
clean, powerful wave, then the SUP. I love
the steep drops, lip hits and the thrill of a
big wave chasing you and the punishment
it will bring if you get it wrong.

Are you well received by others – surfers
for instance? Or do you cop any flack?
I’ve not had one issue, from anyone. So,
yes well received, but I do take good care
out in the water, when around other users.
I show respect keep, my distance and
don’t take any chances if someone is
close. I’ve never foiled a busy surf line up, I
pick up the wave further down the line, or
an unused shoulder or better go
somewhere else entirely.

Although the foil has become the ‘go-to’
weapon of choice for me, I’ve become very

Do you see SUP foiling growing in
your area?
In the last two years, I’ve not seen much
of an increase locally apart from, a few
friends who got annoyed with my wave
counts and distance, being easy triple to
theirs on a session!
What’s your biggest tip for anyone
considering SUP foiling for the first time?
Become best friends with a boat/jet ski
owner! Being towed up on a foil, learning
how the foil works, feet positioning, weight
discipline, etc. is a short cut for sure!
Wear a safety helmet and an impact jacket
and stay away from other water users.
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choosy on the conditions to sup surf.
Foiling guarantees a good session in
any conditions, from on-shore mush to
head high+ clean rollers. So answer is
the SUP in (very) good conditions as it
gets me going on the adrenaline fix.
Maybe if you ask me in a few years, I
think you have a different answer!
As well as a SUP foiler you wing
also. How does winging fit your
foiling life and water sessions
at large?
Winging goes hand in hand with my
SUP foil life. When the wind is up, and I
cannot SUP foil I can ditch the paddle
pump up the wing and get out foiling
on the very same board I sup foil with.
I’m just starting to get into the waves
with the wing; it’s quite an experience
to pull yourself onto a swell with the
wing, depower it, and cruise along.

What’s better: SUP foiling or wing foiling and why?
SUP foiling. I love the freedom on the wave/swell. I love the silent glides, speed and being
able to link waves with pumping. SUP foiling is a much more social with your mates than
wing foiling. I find wing foiling is a very solitary sport! Nothing like sharing a few foil waves
with friends and having a bit of banter about they’re last foil breach to face plant!
Any foil goals you have in mind?
Big wave tow-in foiling, wing aerials and get a 1km ride in at the local!
What about SUP surfing?
Get barrelled and spat out the tube! That’s everyone’s dream, hey?
Sum SUP foiling up in three words.
Insanely good fun.
Final shouts, thanks and praise?
Nick Woods for being the instigator to my SUP life, Karl Cadwallader, for providing me with
my first board, first foil and first wing. Howard Shep for his amazing eye behind the lens and
Richard Webb for being my ‘outback buddy’.
I’d also like to say a big thanks to all the Bournemouth local wingers, foilers, supers and
surfers for making every session so much fun!
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Pics: Oli Lane-Peirce

HTTPS://FOILSHOP.CO.UK

INFO@FOILSHOP.CO.UK

SUP FOIL, WING FOIL, EFOIL,
WIND FOIL, ALL FOIL!

Robson, Zegul and Tahe Marine products are distributed in the UK and Ireland by Lyon Equipment - www.lyon.co.uk
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#PaddleKitHerWay

There are lots of ways I’d describe the paddleboarding community:
inclusive, welcoming and wonderful. Like many others, I discovered
the world of SUP this year as a perfect, socially distanced escape and
way to spend time outdoors.
Words & pics: Sarah Blues

More inclusive stand up
paddleboarding
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This often doesn’t fit right, since it doesn’t
account for women’s different body
shapes or sizes – after all, it wasn’t
designed for us. I kept looking, trawling
the internet for options, looking at size
charts but still couldn’t find the kit I
needed.

I paddled most days throughout the
spring and summer, and after a few
lessons, I joined a local club - Dorset
race club. The community was nothing
but welcoming, and I found there
wasn’t anything better than learning a
new skill while laughing so hard it hurt!
In winter, paddling wasn’t something I’d
considered until the beginning of October
when I realised I wasn’t ready to stop yet.
So, I began my hunt for suitable kit,
something I assumed would be relatively
straight forward. As a size 18 woman, only
slightly larger than the average, a UK16, I
thought it would be pretty
straightforward, believing – like general
fitness brands – sizing options would be
inclusive in leading labels.

@plussizepaddler
So, I set up @plussizepaddler because I
realised that this was probably a barrier for
many women, but there wasn’t anyone
talking about it. The conversations I had in
those first few weeks sent me on a mission.
Almost immediately, women began
sharing their struggles with me, and I was
overwhelmed by the number of women
who, like me, struggled to find a kit or
didn’t feel represented by paddling adverts.
We’d fallen in love with a sport that wasn’t
designed for us but, rather than give up; we
decided it was time for a change.

kit was exclusive
What I discovered was the opposite –
rather than being inclusive and reflecting
the community, the kit was exclusive.
Most of the leading paddling brands only
went to a women’s UK16 or an XL,
excluding all women above the UK average
and making the only option men’s kit.
27
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The #ShePaddles campaign, which many
of you will be familiar with, recognises
fewer women take part in paddle sports
than men; the campaign looks to increase
the number of women paddling but wants
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For women, it’s
bigger than just
a ‘plus-size’
problem –
women come in
all shapes and
sizes.
them to get where they want to within the
sport. Despite on-going efforts by British
Canoeing and their #ShePaddles
ambassadors, in 2019 female membership
remained at just 27% (compared to 73%
men). Yet It appears, like me, many other
women have discovered the joy of
paddling in 2020. Overall, 34% of British
Canoeing members and 40% of new
members are female. The dynamic of
clubs are beginning to change as women
increasingly see themselves represented in
their local clubs or advertising – it’s time
kit options changed.

Sharing women’s stories

whether you’re able-bodied or need a few
extras to make it work. It’s for everybody
and everybody and kit should reflect that.”

Kit issues aren’t new, especially to women
who have been paddling for years and I’m
not the first to try and change it, but now,
with more women than ever paddling, it’s
time to ask manufacturers to be more
inclusive. #PaddleKitHerWay was created to
share women’s stories because the
unavailability of kit isn’t just about the sport
being accessible, it’s also much more than
that – it’s about comfort, safety and
confidence.

Like Emma, I believe paddling should be
inclusive and accessible, and I’ve used
Instagram to start a conversation about
barriers. The fear of failure is the most
common barrier we discuss and failing to
get kit before you even get on the water,
can stop women even going any further.
82% of followers said they’d had a problem
getting equipment; it’s bigger than just a
‘plus-size’ problem – women come in all
shapes and sizes.

British Canoeing

Data from:
‘Engaging women in paddlesport.’
Cadi Lambert – British Canoeing

@plussizepaddler
To find out more follow
@plussizepaddler on Instagram
and get involved by sharing your
paddle and kit story by using
#PaddleKitHerWay. If you’re not
on Instagram, get involved by
emailing sarahblues@me.com.
Get involved on Facebook:
by searching #paddlekitherway
community
www.facebook.com/groups/32
6207065417550/

Women are more likely to suffer from low
self-confidence, something British
Canoeing talk about and that 70% of my
followers who responded to a poll agree with
as they said they’ve intentionally not tried
in case they fail. How is that related to kit, I
hear you ask? Kit is a vital element of
feeling confident on the water, we probably
all know the feeling of trying an unfamiliar
board, where you’re not comfortable, and
you can’t quite relax while you paddle. Kit
can make you feel the same – an overrestrictive wetsuit or no warm kit can stop
you enjoying your session and instead
spend the time worrying about falling or
feel your confidence waver when you can’t
perform skills in the same way.

Campaign for women
While I recognise the challenges that
manufacturers face in expanding and
improving sizing, doing nothing shouldn’t
be acceptable. Increasing women’s kit size
availability is vital and clearer sizing that
mirror the high streets should be prioritised
– if men’s kit is available in 3XL why isn’t
women’s too? Until kit sizing changes, the
mission of #PaddleKitHerWay is to
campaign for women to get better access to
the kit they need to be safe and comfortable
on the water. Ultimately, the aim is that as
more women enjoy paddling, one day soon,
they’ll get the technical kit they want, from
the leading brands without struggling or
feeling excluded. I don’t believe abandoning
their sport over colder months, is a choice
anyone should be forced to make.

Emma Jane Kitchen, British Canoeing
women’s paddling ambassador in 2019
said, “Paddling is one of those things where
it doesn’t matter what shape or size you are,
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RAISE YOUR VIBE
ON

THE WATER
Words & pics: Georgina Roberson: water woman, SUP yoga teacher and
life coach and clinical hypnotherapist. Instagram: @ilovelife_2004
http://www.ilovelifetherapies.com

I believe that SUP Yoga got me through this year and made me a stronger person
mentally and physically through all the pandemic’s uncertainty. I think we’re all
stronger than we think, turning 55 this year I wanted to find out how much more
strength and courage I had.
Having that sense of adventure deep in my core and a fiancé, Enrico who is encouraging and supportive, got
me on a SUP board four years ago. Trust me; I was totally out of my comfort zone! But what I did have was a
will and determination to stand up and get that feeling of achievement you get when you reach a goal.
I’m not going to lie, I was scared and went through all the FEARS of falling in, not being able to stand up,
feeling unbalanced, asking myself, “will my back be okay” as it was eight years ago that I received a back
injury and ended up in a wheelchair. Still, deep within my soul, there was a calling. I needed a new lease of
life, to feel that exhilaration flow through my body, that feeling you get when you feel total happiness and
peace within. I’ve always had a love of the sea, and as a child, we would spend summers on the beach and
play around in the water.

Feel the fear
Having an adventurous, curious side in me, I discovered that I wanted to seek new and intense experiences. I
was willing to take a risk to gain a new positive feeling, to feel the stoke, even though doing yoga on a
paddleboard brought up a lot of fear in me. The memory of my back injury was still fresh in my mind. I knew
at this point that sometimes you just have to be scared in order to step out of your comfort zone, to
experience the reward of what paddle boarding had to offer me.
I remember the first time I sat on my paddleboard; conditions were perfect, I intuitively started doing some
yoga moves, it was the best feeling ever. I was totally stoked and couldn’t wait to do more.
This experience ticked every box, freedom of being outside, at one with nature and the incredible healing
powers of water. Many of us are drawn to the water because of the healing effects, so combining water and
yoga is a fantastic way to relax the mind and body.
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comfort zone and raise their vibe. SUP yoga
came naturally to me, and my fiance loved
it too, so we took it to another level.

Our school has led us to meet so many new
outstanding students wanting a new
challenge. Our students have often never
done any yoga or ever been on a SUP board
before coming to our classes. The first words
out of their mouths said, “They are not
flexible enough for yoga.” “I can’t balance.”
“I’ve never done yoga before.” “I have never
been on a SUP before.” You should see their
faces after the class when they have been
able to stand up on a board and doing yoga
at the same time. This gives a great sense of
achievement, helping these students to
broaden their comfort zone.

Combining passion and
business
The exciting thing about all of this is that
it’s grown organically from a simple idea to
combine my business and genuine love of
the water. I had to find a way of doing
something that I love without letting my
fear get in the way.
Well, with so many synchronicities, it was
surprisingly easy to do this combination
over a period of time. However, this all
came to fruition with the pandemic. Before
studios opened up, we were able to offer
SUP yoga classes on the water once again.
It helps people get an amazingly safe and
fun outdoor option of fitness during this
crazy time with natural distancing in place.

We have made SUP yoga more accessible
and pride ourselves on giving our students
the support and encouragement they need
to achieve what they never thought
possible. Enrico and I work as a team, and
we are there by your side encouraging and
supporting your SUP yoga journey.
We are beyond excited at being able to
teach our passion on the water and able to
open up our SUP yoga school with SUP
yoga lessons, SUP yoga teacher training
and numerous other water-based therapy
workshops planned for the new year all
constructed around SUP boarding and the
“healing power of water.”

SUP yoga centre

Finding SUP yoga has been an awesome
experience, taking me to an incredible
place of freedom and calmness, which I
know a lot of people want to experience.
Having that clarity and connection with the
sea’s power has helped me break through
some old limiting patterns of thinking,
turning old beliefs into positive
empowering new beginnings.
I wanted to find a way to help inspire and
empower others, to ease them out of their

Our SUP yoga centre was born, allowing us
to combine all of our professional
experience and teaching modalities,
including yoga, life coaching, breath-work,
mindfulness and meditation. We started
teaching SUP yoga over a year ago in
various locations in the south of England
including the Isle of Wight, Southampton
and Sandbanks.

With spring arriving, we can’t wait to get
back on the water for new beginnings and
awakenings! We have spent the winter
planning and creating our sup yoga teacher
training programme so that we can share
this fantastic experience and help to raise
the vibe on the water! SUP yoga has
unlocked a physical and mental strength
that was ready to be unleashed!

This last year has been an incredible time,
not only strengthening my SUP yoga
practice but learning so much about the
tides, sea, rivers and lakes, adapting to the
environment and how that brings a whole
new exhilarating experience to life. Each
body of water needs to be treated differently,
as no two water bodies are the same.
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Behind the brand
Ocean Speciﬁc
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Interview: SUPM
Pics: Ocean Specific
Ocean Specific has been a loyal supporter of the UK SUP scene for a while. The
brand leans more towards performance-oriented SUP but still love all aspects.
Starting first as an apparel brand, OS now provides hardware in the form of
paddles (which SUPM is very familiar with). We caught up with Enzo Boccia
from Ocean Specific to have a delve.
Tell us how you got into SUP first off?
I think I first saw a Naish SUP ad in a kitesurfing mag. It grabbed my attention because I was out of
action due to a powerlifting accident ( many moons ago I competed in powerlifting at a regional and
national level ) and thought it would be the perfect rehabilitation whilst also getting me out on the
water. I always enjoyed water sports such as surfing, kite and wakeboarding using them as a means of
decompressing and active rest.

And when and why did you decide to start a brand relating to SUP?
It started with a common problem. Having a light firm grip is essential for an effective stroke but
challenging with a wet paddle or sweating palms and overcompensating with a tight grip is the leading
cause for poor form and injury.
So we formulated a low-cost solution – the Ocean Specific grip wax. Feedback from SUP surfers was very
positive, and distance racers especially loved it because it meant they could localise grip where they
needed it without hindering sliding transitions. Blisters were also greatly minimised. At first, it was just
paddle wax and apparel, but these days you sell hardware also.

What made you decide to get involved with actual equipment?
Demand. Most companies (not all) focused on 80% of the market, which was recreation and board
design. The plethora of paddles, shapes and materials lead to a confusing choice for even the seasoned
paddler. Ocean Specific wanted to simplify the choice whilst sourcing the best shapes for your chosen
discipline with cost-effective quality. Initially, SUP paddles borrowed the outrigger teardrop paddle
design and ran with it. This was probably the main reason for injury early on as the stroke may be
similar, but the biomechanics of lever load is not. Thanks to a few captains of industry and elite
paddlers these have now been refined into a more streamlined version that most of you are familiar with
and revolutionised the performance of SUP.
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How have Ocean Specific paddles
been generally received?
Amazingly. We decided to test our first
paddle (SR) at the world’s biggest race… The
Gla Gla and at its inaugural race we took a
podium finish.
To be honest, we thought we would be
providing paddles for a chosen few who had
a good understanding of their discipline
and wanted a quality paddle to improve
their pursuit. Our intention was to offer
performance-based paddles at a price point
that would promote and encourage the
sport’s surf and race aspect.

Was 2020 as big a year for you
as it was other Stand Up
Paddleboarding brands?

Where do you see 2021 going?
Similar?
The crystal ball question. How the COVID19 crisis is managed will dictate whether
2021 will see early or late adoption of some
recreational paddlers’ natural progression
turning to performance paddling.

It was a crazy year full of uncertainty. Our
sponsored team SHAC was preparing in
earnest for the world’s longest race The
Yukon 1000, only to be put on standby for
the following year. They were also
preparing for the Gla Gla which was
postponed too. Ultimately the year was
positive in the sense that it meant another
year to train and more people than ever
being introduced to SUP.
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Virtual racing went a long way to kickstarting
new entrants into the thrill of the chase, and
we are in no doubt that some fresh blood and
new hammers will be showcasing their skills
on return to live racing.
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Got any new Ocean Specific
products in the pipeline you
can tell us about?

Do you fancy starting a board brand, for instance?
We have no intention in launching a mainstream board brand at this time. We prefer to
showcase and promote reputable brands that add value to the sport and produce highquality boards with outstanding customer support. Hypr Hawaii is our favourite
hardboard surf and flatwater race SUP, especially for their exceptional Guns and for
providing boards accessible to all levels of ability or discipline. Their after sales is to be
commended. For inflatables, FatStick are hard to beat for quality and price.

We soft-launched our new double dihedral
paddle recently (V-Rx) which was so well
received that we’ve had to delay the full
launch due to pre-sales (it may be out by
the time you go to print).

If so, would it be inflatables, hard SUPs or both?
Hypothetically. IF.. we were to add boards to our range they wouldn’t be normal mass
production boards.

And what about Ocean
Specific’s evolution in general –
any ideas that you can reveal?
Nope!
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What about branching out into
other areas such as foiling, for
instance.
The dark art. Our Strike Series Kevlar SX
paddle has been extremely well received
in the foiling community, so new
equipment will inevitably be added to the
project board.

Back to Ocean Specific and
can you give any insight into
how it’s been building a UK
SUP brand?

Final observations on stand up
paddleboarding in general?
It’s an incredible sport with an abundance
of benefits. The versatility of the sport
lends itself to every ability, and the sense
of family is unsurpassed—the best sport
in the world.

It’s been a blast. You have to have a
passion for the sport and an eagerness to
promote all aspects. Share the wealth.
Share the knowledge.

Thanks and praise?

Tell us about your personal
SUP goals for 21.

What’s the biggest lesson
you’ve learned with OS?

I am looking forward to re-connecting,
chewing cud and having a blast with all
the wonderful and crazy people I’ve had
the privilege to share water with. One foot
or overhead makes no difference when
you are having fun with the fam.

Due diligence, embrace the mistakes, find
the like-minded and help each other.

And when lockdown
restrictions ease this time
around what’s the first thing
you will do SUP wise.

I wouldn’t do anything differently. If I
had, I might not have met so many
incredible people. Follow your path.

Get on an aeroplane and catch some with
my friends around the world. First, stop
NZ. Raglan and Wanaka.

How (if at all) would you do
things differently should you
start again?

Sum up your SUP experience
to date in three words.
Paddle. Paddle. Paddle.
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Firstly I’d like to thank our sponsored team
at The Surrey Hills Adventure Company for
their tireless pursuit in promoting grassroots
SUP racing and Foil. Team SHAC racing. Skip
Innes and Craig Sawyer at Team SHAC
Yukon 1000. All our brand ambassadors
(especially Ryan James for the feedback and
R&D), SUP Junkie for their support and being
the keystone in British racing. Saviour
Aquilina at Saviour Watersports for his
extensive knowledge and many repairs. All
the like-minded SUP clubs, businesses and
instructors who have embraced our
company. The athletes of the GBSUP team
for showcasing UK talent. We would also like
to acknowledge SUPM for all their support
and contributions to growing SUP in the UK
and abroad. We wish you all much success.
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THE
THELEGEND
LEGEND
INSPIRED
BY CLASSIC
NORDIC
SPEED
BOATS,
INSPIRED
BY CLASSIC
NORDIC
SPEED
BOATS,
THE THE
YSTER
SUP SUP
14'x 14'x
23" LEGEND
IS A CARBON
YSTER
23" LEGEND
IS A CARBON
HYBRID
WITHWITH
GENUINE
FSC CERTIFIED
WOODWOOD
VENEER.
HYBRID
GENUINE
FSC CERTIFIED
VENEER.
CO-DESIGNED
WITHWITH
THE SWEDISH
SUP CHAMPION
CO-DESIGNED
THE SWEDISH
SUP CHAMPION
MAYAMAYA
PERSSON,
THE THE
LEGEND
IS THE
BOARD
PERSSON,
LEGEND
IS PERFECT
THE PERFECT
BOARD
FORFOR
TOURING
AND AND
RACING
IN ALL
WATER
CONDITIONS.
-WATER
TOURING
RACING
IN-ALL
CONDITIONS.

MALMÖ, SWEDEN | YSTERSUP.COM | INFO@YSTERSUP.COM | @YSTERSUP

MALMÖ, SWEDEN | YSTERSUP.COM | INFO@YSTERSUP.COM | @YSTERSUP
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NIGHT
PADDLING
Words: Tez Plavenieks
Pics: Oli Lane-Peirce
There’s something about having to ‘feel’ your way through things, relying
on other senses away from being able to see. We rely so much on sight
that when removed (as with other key senses), we feel alienated, adrift,
anxious, afraid and panicked. Especially if you find yourself in an
environment like water, yet if you embrace the feeling, calm yourself and
focus the whole thing can be liberating and delivers a whole new
experience that should be embraced in my opinion.
With social distancing being the new way to exercise, there’s no better way than doing so
after hours. The majority will be tucked up indoors, and chances of bumping into anyone are
slim, if you’re heading into the brine for a paddle then even more so.

Alone with the elements
Paddling at night (or even near dark) will see you alone with the elements. Just you, your
board and your paddle. It may seem a daunting prospect for any uninitiated SUPer, but
sweeping round in the dark is excellent for your general paddling and will broaden your SUP
horizon no end.
Now, before I go on, I’m not suggesting any paddler put themselves in harm’s way. Stand up
paddleboarding isn’t 100% risk-free in daylight. And with SUP safety in mind, anyone
thinking of paddling in the dark should do so with set criteria in place.
First off you need to be paddling mostly dry. If you’re still at the falling off (often) stage,
then it’s not the right time to be dark sweeping. Low light paddling relies more on your other
senses, such as balance. You have to feel the subtleties through your legs and adapt your
paddling accordingly. You won’t see the water moving, such as little wavelets or chop, so it’s
all about ‘listening’ through your feet and legs. Having paddling muscle memory, where you
automatically add a brace stroke, without considering what needs to happen to stay upright,
is key. Pausing to think probably means you’ll be taking a swim.
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Safety
considerations
Paddling at night is a great
way to get in your workout
when daylight is limited in
the winter months.
l
It is essential to prioritise
safety while on the water
at night.
l
Preferably paddle with
another person/group;
l
Take a look at the local
weather forecast and
choose a calm evening
l
Always wear a leash and
PFD and bright clothing;
l
Dress for the occasion
with full clothing,
temperatures drop fast
at night;
l
Keep to the shoreline,
close to ambient lights
and avoid busy bodies of
water with traffic;
l
Take your phone and drop
a pin where you launch.
Keep your phone in a
waterproof case on a
lanyard around your neck;
l
Plan your route and let
others know of your
intentions;
l
Don’t forget the mosquito
spray, they love to come
out at dusk;
l
Wear a headlight but
don’t use whilst paddling
as it will spoil the
experience. Instead rely
on moonlight or ambient
light to guide you and use
the headlight when idling.
l
Comply with all HM Coast
Guard regulations.

Weather

staying safe, so layer up! You can always
take clothing off. It would help if you
considered that even with the best paddling
skill in the world, you might end up in the
drink. So you’ll need to bear this in mind.
Skimpy shorts or bikinis are a no no.

Next up is consider the weather and
conditions. Forget windy, wavey and
anywhere with lots of current or flow. This is
too risky. Calm periods where there’s no
blow or other factors. You’re basically trying
to narrow the variables. Your put-in should
also be considered. It’s better to pick a
sheltered harbour (if at the coast) or
canal/river waterway. Being hemmed in
spots will put you closer to get out options if
needed. Plus, there’s more likely to be
greater ambient light.

Leash up! Connectivity with your stand up
paddleboard is essential. We’ll repeat it:
wear a leash! And check it’s in good working
order. In fact, make sure all your gear’s tip
top. If anything needs fixing or replacing,
then do so BEFORE going afloat. And this
applies for daylight sweeping as well.

What you wear is super important. Even in
summer paddling at night can be cooler
than in the day. Staying warm means

Communication
Have some additional floatation such as a
buoyancy aid or float belt and always carry
means of communication in case of
emergency such as a mobile phone in a
waterproof pouch. A head torch is essential.
Lastly, tell someone where you’ll be
paddling and an approximate time of being
back. Common sense prevails at the best of
times, but it’s essential when paddling at
night. Paddling, as part of a small group, is
also a good idea.
Ultimately night SUPing isn’t as extreme as it
may first appear. Plenty of paddlers do it,
and with the right considerations, it’s a fun
thing to do. Don’t put yourself in
unnecessarily precarious situations and it’ll
be another SUP experience you can chalk off.
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1st UK’s Test Centre
0207 993 2036
https://sicmaui.uk

London’s SIC Maui Glide Centre & Store

Official retailer of
We teach SUP at the Blue Chip
SUP School equipped with top
quality SIC inflatable boards

Black Project
paddles

SIC Maui London is a
part of Blue Chip SUP
Limited run by Piotr
Kadziela, and is a
SIC Maui retailer

Our quality inflatable and hard boards have been presented with the highest awards

Craig Sawyer
Photo: Craig Sawyer
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UNLOCKING YOUR

POTENTIAL
Only a small proportion of the people who enjoy
SUP in the UK want to compete in races or
participate in SUP endurance or challenge
events, but those that do are extremely keen,
and their number is increasing all the time.
A fraction of this number also trains for
competitions at the world and/or European
level. Major public events in the competition
calendar can sell out in a few hours or even
minutes and paddlers at all levels train hard to
prepare for them, striving to improve their
performance and peak at the right moment.
In the last edition of SUPM, Samantha Rutt (Barefoot SUP and Fitness) asked me how I stay
motivated to train all year round. The answer: I have a coach and follow a structured plan. This got
me thinking about the range of personally tailored training plans and coaching support available
for stand-up paddlers in the UK, who want to prepare for specific competitions or events or get SUP
fit. This support is often provided remotely online, a characteristic that proved invaluable during
Covid-19 lockdowns, when many competitions or events became virtual and meeting with others to
train was impacted severely. I draw upon personal experience here, as coach Larry Cain (Paddle
Monster) kept me going when having trained hard all winter my 2020 race card emptied and a ‘new
normal’ arrived.
Knowing what remote online training and coaching support are available, talking to providers,
finding a good match for you, your individual needs, and goals (and of course your budget – see
later), these are key factors to consider in making a very personal choice about who to work with.
So, in the middle of a third Covid-19 lockdown, I put out the call to this corner of the SUP world and
asked the talented people in it to share a few words with us about the remote online services they
provide, how to get in touch, what it costs, plus a ‘top tip’ for staying motivated to train in difficult
times. So here it is folks, A-Z in their own words…
Samantha Rutt
Photo: Peter Tranter
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Words:
Anni Ridsdill Smith
Director & BSUPA
Trainer
Frangipani SUP Ltd
Pics: As credited

Bespoke, tailored, objective, goal-oriented
training programmes for the recreational
performer to the competitive athlete, for
the completer through to the
Dave Brown
competitor. Technique analysis is also
www.acwaterra.co.uk
offered via several visual analysis
platforms. Experience totalling over 30
years in paddle sports and coaching to
the international squad and team level
including GB women’s rafting team and
Welsh and GB triathlon. Qualifications
include Water Skills Academy master
trainer; British Canoeing Level 5 (three
disciplines) coach educator for 13
disciplines including SUP race coach,
advanced leadership awards provider,
advanced safety provider, navigation
“Mastery not mimicry. Now is the time
provider, supporting modules provider (all
to seek out knowledge and
categories) national trainer for all the
understand more than you ever have.
above and the SUP leadership awards.
Master the paddle for yourself, not
These are backed up by a sports science
mimic other people’s techniques.”
degree, a post-grad in secondary physical
education and diplomas in sport psychology and fitness testing and counselling.
£60 per month for a four-week programme, meaning the performer gets 13
programmes for the price of 12 annually.
£30 per hour video analysis work.
£30 per hour for technique and performance workshop.

AcwaTerra Adventure
Training Consultants

I offer online training plans using an app on
your phone or laptop. Each week your
training plans are uploaded to your personal
online calendar with full descriptions of
workouts. We have a growing online
community with a social wall, like a fitness
Facebook, for you to get in touch with others
and support each other’s fitness journey. I
am a race coach with the Water Skills
Academy and am an active racer both in the
UK and Internationally. I am a qualified
personal trainer and hold qualifications in
advanced nutrition, yoga, and a background
in psychology to help with mental stumbling
blocks, motivation, and goal setting together.
Basic SUP Fitness Plan: £20 per month.
GB SUP Race Plan (periodised around
our UK National Series): £25 per month.
SUP Endurance Plan: £25 per month.
Bespoke: £60 per month.

Dorset Sports Physio
Elaine Farquharson
www.dorsetsportsphysio.co.uk
“Focus on the journey as the best bits
are the pitfalls and the people you meet
along the way, enjoy them, learn from
them and become a wiser paddler.”

Barefoot SUP and Fitness
Samantha Rutt
www.barefootsup.com

Samantha Rutt
Photo: Peter Tranter
“Having someone believe in you whether
it is a coach or a community, the
support will keep you motivated on the
days you struggle to motivate yourself.”

I offer training programs, coaching and physiotherapy packages to enhance
cardiorespiratory, core stability, performance and biomechanics for SUP. As well as
getting you physically ready for expeditions or racing, I also help you with tactics,
technical knowledge and sports psychology for your chosen environment. I coach
virtually via online clinics within the home or the paddler’s chosen sporting
environment. This can be done reflectively through video analysis or during live
sessions. Each person is given a program with clear goals to focus their training and
the required tuition or mentoring needed to help them achieve their personal best or
recover them from injury and overload. The coaching journey can be delivered as a
one-off or over several months. I also offer online live HIT workouts, Pilates, yoga and
Tai Chi specific to the paddler’s needs.
Group sessions: £5-£15.
Individual sessions: £45 per hour, including video analysis.
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Dr Bryce Dyer, Performance
Consultant & Coach
brdyer@bournemouth.ac.uk

Individually tailored training plans,
performance analysis or 1:1 coaching.
Whether you are looking to complete your
first SUP event or maybe looking to improve
on your past race results, Bryce uses a
people-centred, yet scientifically informed
process to help get you there.

Bryce has two PhDs, has acted as a
consultant to athletes preparing for London
2012, Rio 2016 and the 2021 Paralympic
Games, has medalled nationally in his age
group in six different sports and has been a
sponsored SUP racer in the past. He has
authored articles for SUPM, SUPBoarder,
Cycling Plus, Triathlon Plus and Outdoor
“Set a short-term and a long-term
Fitness magazines.
goal; it could be to log a certain
1. A wide range of flexible options can be
number of training kilometres, learn a
created, but typical relationships include:
new skill (such as a turn or stroke) or to
training plans tailored to your goals. Per
set yourself a physical challenge – it
six-week prescribed training block: £35.
doesn’t matter how trivial you think it
2. Silver level 1:1 coaching with unlimited
might seem to others. However, setting
emails, two coaching phone calls and two
well-defined goals for yourself to
training alterations per month and
achieve is a much better way to carry
training provided every two weeks: £75.
yourself through challenging times
3. Gold level 1:1 coaching with unlimited
and achieve something positive.”
emails, four coaching phone calls per
month, four training alterations per month and training provided every two weeks: £125.

Emily King SUP Coaching
Emilykingpaddle@gmail.com
“Any training, in the current situation, is a step in the right direction towards your
long-term goals. Be flexible, be resilient and stay positive!”
Emily King has decades of experience in coaching across multiple sporting disciplines. She
competes in ocean, shore breaks, lakes, rivers and white-water rapids. Her knowledge and
understanding of these environments and how to manage them is second to none. Her
proven coaching methods will help you to reach your goals. Emily King SUP Coaching will
harness the paddler within you, fine-tune your technique and push you on to the elite level.
Online SUP Masterclass includes: advanced paddle techniques, transfer of power, using your
whole body to drive forward faster, control and utilising your rails, racing buoy and step back
turns, elite training practices, exercises and drills, water safety, risk assessment and best
practice, the psychology of racing, training, and winning the mind game! With a background
in teaching and a decade of SUP paddling, surfing and white water at the elite level, Emily is
keen to pass on her knowledge and share her love of paddling.
Prices start from £15 per session, discounts available for groups.

Essex PT
Peter Squire
www.essexpt.co.uk
“Time is going to pass anyway so you might as well become awesome.”
I provide coaching via a three-level approach. Foundations which address a screening
process to understand the individual better and fundamental training movement patterns
mostly focused on strength and injury prevention and baseline fitness. Progression where we
look at developing more sports specific movements and fitness peaking. Dialling you in for a
specific event or race. The programmes can be done in a gym or at home with a small
amount of equipment, supported by videos for each movement or programme. There is also
support via email if there are specific problems or modifications the client might want.
Starting price £35 per month.

BOTT
Photo: Dave White
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Haywood Sports
Scott Warren
www.haywoodsports.com

“Aim for a goal no matter what it is
and be flexible in your training
sessions, it’s best to mix it up, so it
stays interesting for you.”

Each week a new session plan is uploaded
to the website for you to download. These
sessions are usually interval based and last
for around 45 minutes to an hour,
excluding a warmup and cool down. The
plans guide you on the interval timing and
pace and can be completed by any level of
paddler. We also offer bespoke options for
individuals or groups/clubs, including full
season training plans for you to follow. Set
by coach Scott Warren, these plans come
off his years spent racing and training.
Scott started paddling in 2009 and took up
racing in 2012, becoming a regular on the
UK national scene. Since 2011 Scott has
been a qualified coach under ASI, BSUPA &
SUP Fit. Before setting up Haywood Sports
in 2018, Scott was also brand manager for
a major SUP board manufacturer, so brings
a wealth of knowledge to our offerings.

Weekly plan download: free of charge.
Training plans: membership from £15 per month.
Bespoke land and water fitness training
plans combine strength and conditioning
with nutrition and overall health and
wellbeing. A qualified and experienced L3
PT, Yoga, Pilates, running, biking and
swimming instructor and BSUPA L2 SUP
instructor and trainer, programmes focus
on improving strength, speed and stamina
to achieve specific goals by specific dates,
whether for a sprint, one-day endurance or
multi-day event or season. Varied and
tailored sessions keep training fresh and
reflect the location, lifestyle and bad
weather days. At the same time, regular
contact and check-ins provide ongoing
support, motivation and adjustments as do
optional twice-weekly live land sessions
where we train together albeit remotely.
From £20 per month.

Norfolk Outdoor
Adventures SUP Racing &
Fitness Coaching
Martin Rendle
www.norfolkoutdooradventures
.co.uk/sup-coaching-trainingplans
“Your commitment to getting out
today will make your paddle far
easier tomorrow – with this positive
mindset tomorrow’s already won.”

Moxie Unleashed SUP &
Fitness
Sasha Chisholm
www.moxieunleashed.com

“Make yourself accountable to make
it happen: schedule your Training
Programme in your main diary, buddy
up (remote or in-person) and show up!”
Martin Rendle is the Norfolk Outdoor
Adventures owner and is also founder and
head coach of NOA SUP racing & fitness
based on the Norfolk Broads. He can work
with you offering various services aimed at
improving your SUP stroke technique,
paddle skills, building and planning race
training schedules and all-round
improvements to your current SUP
abilities. Offering video analysis and 1:2:1
coaching to analyse, study and correct
your body positioning and efficiency in
using the paddle producing a structured pathway for becoming a far more efficient,
stronger, fitter and faster paddler. Thirty years coaching experience, SUP racing coach, L2
SUP Instructor (WSA & ASI) SUP endurance paddling and racing specialist, SUP instructor
trainer for the Water Skills Academy, personal trainer and performance nutrition advisor.
Prices start at £45 for bespoke training plans and packages, £50 for video analysis
and £60 for personal 1:2:1 physical coaching.
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Paddle Monster
Larry Cain
www.paddlemonster.com

“Training is a process that not only
supports high-level performance but
enriches the quality of one’s life in
countless ways.”

Paddle Monster is a subscription-based
paddle community offering members
quality information about all things
paddling, focusing on SUP. For All-Access
members it is a subscription based coaching
service providing high-quality training
programs and unlimited online personal
coaching for athletes of all levels. Head
coach is Larry Cain, Olympic Champion in
sprint canoe, professional SUP racer, former
Canadian canoe team coach and coach of
top pros such as Connor Baxter and
Seychelle Webster. Other coaches are Travis
Grant, M2O World Champion in SUP and
OC1; Chris Chapman, Canadian Olympic
team strength and conditioning coach; and
Victoria Burgess PhD, waterwoman, exercise
scientist and sports nutritionist.
Basic membership (access to all
information except training program

and personal coaching): $10 USD per month.
All-access membership (all privileges of basic membership plus personal coaching
from a coach of your choice): $60 USD per month.

SUP Armada
Photo: Dave White

SUP Coaching UK
Ben Pye
info@supcoachinguk.com
Photo: SUPJunkie

I have a Master’s Degree in Sports Science, a
SEPA Strength & Endurance
Sport Physiotherapy Master’s Degree,
oriental study (Chinese Medicine and
Performance Academy
Ayurvedic Energy System), 30 years’
Csilla Csizmadia Hasulyo
experience in sports movement education
Scientific Director & Master
and rehabilitation, six years’ experience at
Trainer
the highest level of SUP and have trained
www.sepacademy.com
world champions and many happy amateur
athletes worldwide. My biodynamic training
method integrates science with
chronobiology, astro-physiology and highlevel western training load theory. I focus my
attention and professional work on
performance improvement in strength and
endurance, and special regeneration and
rehabilitation techniques applied to elite and
amateur athletes. To train or to train well there is a considerable difference between
the two. Are you a long-distance paddler or a
“Train for a healthy life! I plan
technical course racer? I provide specific
training not only for your races but
training plans for different needs, as I believe
for your strength, energy and your
there is a huge difference in preparation. If
balanced healthy life.”
you do something, do it well! If you are not a
specialist, ask for my help.
Please see the website for different pricing options.
“Make the most of the current situation, set yourself goals and chase them down!”
Here at SUP Coaching UK, we offer remote coaching sessions with video analysis and step by
step lessons to learn new skills and techniques for a range of water sports. This includes SUP
racing, SUP surfing, wing foiling, and SUP foiling, these can be run on Zoom, and we also
provide educational videos. Our head coach, Ben Pye, has World and European level SUP
racing experience from competing at three World Championships and Europeans events. He
has also competed in the UK at the highest level of SUP racing and SUP surfing, before now
pushing the limits as one of the best wing and SUP foilers in the UK.
From £10 per month.

The SUP Coach
Craig Sawyer
www.thesupcoach.co.uk

Whether you want to paddle faster, for
longer, get stronger or lose weight,
incorporating land-based training will
increase your strength, mobility, aerobic
capacity and muscular endurance. I offer
customised plans that combine off-thewater workouts and SUP training; tailored
to meet your goals, and use equipment
you have access to; be it in the gym, at
home or the great outdoors. Coaching is
delivered through an online training
portal and mobile app, with in-person
training and face to face check-ins
available, COVID-permitting!

Qualifications: ASI & BSUPA Instructor,
Level 2 Gym Instructor, Level 3 Personal
Trainer, Advanced Sports Nutrition.
Experience: 13 years SUP, 22 years strength
and conditioning training, selected for and
currently training to SUP the longest survival
paddle race globally, the Yukon 1000.
Plans from £50 per month.

“Don’t beat yourself up if you can’t
train the way you would like to at the
moment; but just keep moving –
remember the endorphin rush and how
great you will feel after getting off the
couch and out into the great outdoors!”

Suffolk SUP
Photo: Peter Tranter

SUP clubs and grassroots collectives
I am sure you will agree, this is a very impressive line-up and will
give you much to consider. However, if you need support with your
training but your budget does not permit this level of expenditure,
or this all feels too serious for you, please do not worry! Dozens of
SUP clubs and grassroots collectives create impressive real and
virtual spaces for people to train for free or for a small joining fee.
You should check-out what training is on offer with clubs or teams
in your local area. Two inspirational examples are Island SUP Club
in Barry Island, Wales, which offers all its members free access to
club training plans, live and saved SUP focused HIIT sessions with
Kerry Baker through their Facebook group ‘Island FIT’ and waterbased SUP skills through their club nights.
“Stay connected, share and celebrate training sessions, train
together whether remotely or in person, but most importantly
support and encourage each other” advises Kerry. Anyone who

would like to get involved, adults or youth, can contact her via
their website www.islandsupclub.org.
In the North East of England, the uber keen Northern SUP Race
Club trains every week and gets results. “We coach all abilities,
analyse technique and follow a training programme to progress
with each member. Our club motto is Dream, Believe, Commit,
Achieve. New members are always welcome,” says Anna Little, an
exercise physiologist and back specialist. You can get in touch
with her via their Facebook page ‘Northern SUP Race Club’.
There are too many fantastic clubs to mention here but go and
check out the ‘British SUP Club Championships’ Facebook page
to see the names of clubs and teams that have participated in past
competitions and hopefully there will be an enthusiastic tribe
located not too far from you. Feel free to contact me if you have
any questions or need any further help. See you on the water!
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H I G H P E R F O R M A N C E O C E A N N EC E S S I T I E S

CO F F E E

PONO

GUN

2021 CO L L EC T I O N N O W AVA I L A B L E
Packages include full carbon ﬁxed paddle, ﬁns, leash and board bag.
Sizes range from: 7’0” x 23” x 3 1/2” to 14’0” x 26” x 41/2”

Demo centres in Poole & Cransley - See website for details

hyprhawaii.co.uk

|

+44 (0)1202 091868

R AC E

PRONE

Fika (noun) – Swedish
A coffee break with friends, always accompanied by cake; a concept, a
state of mind and a moment of quality time to appreciate the good
things in life.
Natalie Bannister

GUTSY
Words: Sarah Thornely
Pics: Gutsy Girls
When you finally get round to interviewing someone you have admired
from afar for many years and then love them even more for who they are,
what they do and the reasons behind it. This is the story of Gutsy Girls.
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GIRLS

I caught up with Nat, the founder of Gutsy Girls and first asked her about herself. She is
originally from Brighton and after studying, had a brief stint at teaching. After a year, she
was then made redundant so moved to Portugal to work in a surf camp for six months, which
turned out to be a much longer experience with her staying for 3½ years. She finally moved
back to London and became a social media marketing consultant for a few companies but
then got to a point where she wanted to do something for herself but particularly
community based and for women specifically.
So Gutsy Girls was born – it is an all women community for those who want to seek
adventure, make friends and try something new. No experience in any of the sports GG
provides is necessary, and it allows you to get out into nature, learn a bit about yourself,
learn resilience and have a great time along the way.
When Nat first moved to London, she found it very isolating and being freelance she didn’t
have her own ‘community’ so she joined a local women’s rowing club. Not only did she learn
to row, she learned about community and friendship, and it made her think about how this
could be transferred into her very own ‘passion project’. Nat wanted women to turn up and
have a go, not need to be a team member, and have to pitch up with responsibility every
week. She also wanted to throw in all the activities she loved, hiking, SUP, surfing and cycling
and specifically at the beginner level. Nat was confident that this could be a business but just
presumed that others would be doing the same thing already. Clearly not, as the Gutsy Girls
passion project grew very quickly and as there was no pressure to make money, it evolved
organically. Now Nat has a mortgage to pay, so the business side is more important.
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There is absolutely no pressure
to learn that race turn! It’s all
about what YOU want to
achieve from your time away
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Nat is passionate about the women-only
aspect believing that there is something
quite special about female friends. They may
change and evolve, but she wanted to build a
strong non-intimidating network for those
women. “The power of female friendship
should be harnessed differently,” said Nat.
Nat believes that people who partake in
adventure holidays, be they male or female,
come because, “They want to immerse
themselves in nature and they also have
something good in their soul,” but with
female-only trips “there is an element of no
competition, and you can be 100% yourself
even down to wearing a swimsuit with
absolutely no judgment of your size, shape
or age,” said Nat – so wear that swimsuit with
freedom and be surrounded by love and
warmth and support of the group around
you. She believes there is something very
special about female-only groups, “I’m not
saying that doesn’t happen in a mixed
group, but there is a little bit of magic in a
female-only space,” said Nat.

Wise words
When I asked Nat about what she would say
to all those women out there teetering on the
edge of getting involved in a new
sport/adventure she said just start! “So many
of us stop ourselves because we think we
need to know something or do something
special before we start or be at a certain
fitness level or look a certain way,” said Nat.
“This is part of the journey, being a beginner
is the scariest but the most fun part because
you are about to discover something
amazing! You will learn something new
about yourselves; if you don’t like it, it really
doesn’t matter – you’ve tried it, it’s not a
lifelong commitment.” These are wise words
for anyone trying something new and with
some kit being quite expensive, definitely try
the activity before you buy into it!
So, if you see a young lady walking around
Greenwich Park using Nordic sticks, Nat has
also taken up something new – she’s bored
with running and walking – so she is taking a
leaf out of her own book and just going to
give it a go without too much over-thinking.

Misconception
One of the most popular questions Nat gets
asked when people are looking at booking an
adventure is ‘how old’ is everyone, believing
them to be around 25-35 – this is a complete
misconception – the true figures are
basically anyone over 18 – they have had a
70 join the fun! Nat hadn’t considered this
when she started the business but it is a fact
that she is most proud of. “Age is not a
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boundary or barrier for us,” she said “or
fitness either; we are everybody, we are every
woman. I still want to be having these
adventures when I am a grandma.”
Nat wants GG to be accessible and realises
everyone cannot take a longer break if they
have family commitments. Hence, the day
events are really important because they get
women to try something new and spend
time for themselves. Dipping your toe into a
new skill is achievable in one day. The day
trips also create local communities and a
chance to meet a new friend in London, Bath,
Bristol or Northern Ireland, which is where
the events happen currently.
The longer trips give women more time to
bond and learn new skills over a week; for
instance, if you come to learn to SUP you can
come as a complete beginner, and by the end
of the week you could be covering quite long
distances. So the focus is on good SUP
coaching during that time – maybe learn a
race turn at the end and upskill. However, there
is absolutely no pressure to learn that race
turn! It’s all about what YOU want to achieve
from your time away. “It’s a more immersive
experience, and it is a holiday,” said Nat “and
we all need one of those right now. It is time to
build resilience and reflect on you.”

Algarve coast
I asked Nat about her personal SUP journey –
she learnt in Brighton Lagoon and was not
particularly impressed to start with – at that
time she was a surfer and learning to
wakeboard, so SUP seemed, “A little boring
and quite slow.” She then tried it again in
Portugal, when she was living there, and just
fell in love with it. Learning to SUP along the
Algarve coast with its beautiful rock
formations, caves and grottos suddenly
brought the sport to life for her. She realised
the opportunity of exploring and adventure on
a paddleboard and having built her skills over
the last few years, Nat definitely has racing on
her radar (music to my ears) because she
loves going super-fast. There is a race board in
Croatia (a GG retreat) with Nat’s name on it.
She loves how wobbly and difficult it is, and
this has, “sparked a new level of joy.” We hope
to see this enthusiastic paddler at our GBSUP
National Series in the future.

The sport of lockdown
We asked Nat her take on the huge growth
and popularity of SUP over the last couple of
years. “The sport of lockdown,” said Nat,
“because it is accessible to everyone, you
don’t need to have a background in water
sports. You can build skills quickly, and it’s
great for all levels of fitness.”

Nat loves paddling on the river even though
she appreciates the ocean; she believes
there is a ‘pace’ to a river, winding through
the countryside and slowing down is her
favourite. When I asked her about her
favourite place to paddle in the world, she
said it was like choosing between children
and picking the favourite. The fjords of
Norway won out – her heaven. “Seeing the
horizon and feeling tiny, when you are
wrapped within that massive space makes
you feel incredibly insignificant and it feels
very freeing, and you feel held by nature,”
she said. The other reason why it’s perfect?
No internet signal!

Making adventures more
accessible is key,
especially to those who
may not have the
opportunity otherwise,
and Nat is exploring
these avenues

“Sardinia has all of the food and Croatia has
all of the most beautiful water,” said Nat –
hence the reason it was hard for her to choose.
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Newsletter
GG provide many adventures; hiking,
cycling, cross country skiing, kayaking, rock
climbing, surfing and SUP. They are slowly
adding more all the time, so do get
yourselves subscribed to their newsletter to
hear all the news and read past blogs.
Paddleboarding has always been Nat’s
favourite skill, “As humans, we like what we
are good at!” She has also fallen in love with
cross country skiing and feels that the
similarities between this and SUP are huge
– a way to see nature, slow travel, it feels
good for the body, and you can take
yourself out into great, vast spaces. No
queuing for the lifts as in downhill skiing.
Nat likened it to, “A winter sport for
paddlers.” She said it’s really quick to learn
too, a couple of days on the skis and you

feel pretty good. Try it, take yourselves
away from the chaos of the slopes and go
and explore nature.

A supportive dog
I asked Nat about ‘the team’ behind Gutsy
Girls, and if they were all female – I was
shocked at the response “I AM the team!”
She has a supportive dog that listens to her
brainstorms, and I guess the wag of the tail
would provide the answer. 2020 was going
to be the year of taking on a team member,
but that was not to be.
There are hosts within her community who
help run events which are not local, and
they may be women she met and bonded
with on a GG retreat, or are just passionate
about building a local community. The trips
abroad are run by friends with whom Nat
has built strong bonds with; one of the most
important things to her is responsible and
sustainable tourism, so she supports local
providers and economies and those
providers are now some of her best friends.
Titus from SUP Norway is one of her
mentors – these people are all extensions of
her colleagues. She has particularly missed
seeing these friends from other countries
over the last year.

Plans for the future?
These have changed somewhat since
September 2020 – at that time, Nat took six
months sabbatical to regroup and reflect, and
her mindset has changed. The words ‘global
domination’ probably don’t figure in the
business plan anymore. Rather, now she
would like to create more meaningful and
safer experiences to get people back out into
nature and the world after so long in isolation.
Nat is looking forward to finding new
locations in the UK as feels that’s where we
may be at for 2021 and to help boost the
local economy. She is trying to find a
balance between expansion and calmness
within the business. GG will continue to do
what they do best but want to do it even
better! She wants to offer more mindfulness
and meditation into the experiences – two
new skills she has learned in lockdown.
Making adventures more accessible is key,
especially to those who may not have the
opportunity otherwise, and Nat is exploring
these avenues. Like many others, 2020 and
beyond has taught her that things need to
be managed a little better going forward but
with the key reasons for starting her
‘passion project’ as important as ever.
Nature has always been a healing part of
her life, and she wants to bring this to
others. She is also exploring ways of offering
57
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women safe spaces to be able to talk about
mental health – Nat honestly admits she
has, “No idea what it looks like yet – there is
so much we have done in the past, but there
is so much more we can do in the future. It’s
okay to accept if you are struggling,
especially at the moment.”

Keep in touch:
Web:
www.gutsygirls.co.uk
facebook:
www.facebook.com/gutsygirlstravel
Instagram:
@gutsygirls_
Meet up:
www.meetup.com/gutsygirls

I would like to thank Nat for taking the time
to chat with me whilst taking a sabbatical
from Gutsy Girls – her business model of
teaching adventure and resilience, love and
learning for all women, is quite special. We
should all have a little bit of that in our lives
– actually, rather a lot – a bit like Fika!

Guilty pleasures (we’ve been throwing in
this question since lockdown began)?
TV – there have been SO many, but This Is
Us on Amazon – oh my goodness, a gorge
fest of love stories and families - I love it!
Books – I seem to be buying so many
books, especially over the last few months.
Food – I am a cake fiend – I love all cake! Any
type and you are speaking my language.
Check out Fika in Sweden, afternoon coffee
and cake on any day of the week – it’s an
institution! Apple cake every day in the
afternoon? Totally fine. I am also obsessed
with coffee – a girl after my own heart!
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10% OFF
USE CODE:
PADD10

FIND FREEDOM
THROUGH SUP
Pro Construction Board + Kayak Conversion
Kit + 2-in-1 Convertible Paddle + Pump +
Ankle Leash + Back-Pack.

www.bluefinsupboards.com

The All-Rounder.
The Cruise range is for paddlers who
want a board that travels light & provides
rigid stability for the whole family.

Prone
Going

for ‘Cardiac Risk in the Young’

Words & pics: James Fletcher
As part of two endurance challenges fundraising for Cardiac Risk in the
Young, Inverness-based ‘prone’ paddler James Fletcher established a
new benchmark in 2020 by setting the first official Guinness World
Record for a prone crossing of Loch Ness.
James shared with us what he enjoys about the prone version of the
sport; the challenges distance prone paddling presents, and his
experiences chasing a record in 2020:

Photo by Simon Wadsworth
Drone shot towards Fort Augustus
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What do you enjoy about prone and how did you get into it?
The proximity to the water gives a fast, raw and wild feel to prone paddling. Just you,
board and the water. All arms, either in kneeling or lying position. It is pretty physically
demanding, and you don’t stay dry! However, you can tuck down in windy conditions,
which can present challenges on a SUP.
I first discovered prone in my 20s through friends at South Worcester Lifesaving &
Lifeguarding Club. I had some great experiences, including a unique double prone board
which I paddled with long time paddling friends as part of an RNLI water safety
campaign around the UK. For me, it’s a fantastic way to explore our rivers, lakes and
coastlines, and a perfect complement to other sports I enjoy.
Prone is perhaps less popular than SUP in the UK. But I quite like that. The Yorkshireman
in me tends to favour the road less travelled!

Photo by James
Fletcher – Start from
Lochend – the cookies
and jelly babies did not
last long!
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How did your fundraising
challenge develop?

Photo by Simon Wadsworth – pre-paddle prep

I’d often bored my wife, Kate, with a chat
about solo prone paddling Loch Ness one
day. At 36km long, it’s vast and iconic slicing the Highlands in half. On a par
distance-wise with the English Channel, it
drew me in as a potential challenge. I’d
always fancied doing the well-known Great
Glen Challenge too. So I just decided this
was the year to try both. Go big or go home!
When researching, I found an ‘unofficial’
prone record for Loch Ness of 5hrs, 47mins,
set by American paddler Michael
O’Shaughnessy (also the current English
Channel record holder) in 2006. So I applied
to Guinness World Records to see if they
would accept my attempt, which they
thankfully did. The realisation then set in… I
was committed to paddling Loch Ness as
quickly as I could!
Looking back now, I think having a positive
outdoor challenge to get stuck into really
helped me navigate the bonkers 2020 that
we’ve all experienced.

Why did you fundraise for Cardiac
Risk in the Young (C-R-Y)?
I’ve experienced minor arrhythmia issues in
my 30s, so I wanted to use the challenges
to fundraise for C-R-Y. They diagnose and
treat young people for potentially lifethreatening heart conditions and support
families who’ve lost young loved ones.

Photo: by Alex Mason (2008) – double
prone board paddling as part of RNLI’s
‘Life First’ water safety campaign
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With lockdown putting an end to most
fundraising activities for charities in 2020, it
was a case of every little helps. So I’m
pleased to have raised money for a good
cause through these paddle adventures.

Photo by Kate Fletcher – ~24km mark near Lochside Hostel

How did you prepare?
I decided early on to paddle ‘self-supported’
(no support boat, with everything I needed
on board). Long-distance prone paddling is
challenging, so I used the preparation time
to experiment and get my fitness, position,
nutrition and kit set-up right.
I paddle a 12ft Bark Commander, ironically
named ‘Lazy Daze’! These boards accelerate
easily and are fast in choppy water – perfect
for Scottish Lochs. Due to lockdown, I spent
March-May churning out ski erg sets and
burpees. These were the closest ways to
replicate the prone movement action that I
could find indoors!
I built up 320km of outdoor paddling in
June and July. I also experimented with an
extra homemade water bottle holder (made
from an old fin), with velcro on the deck to
attach my GPS tracker, chin rest and (lots
of) food in easy access positions.
Heart rate monitoring helped me refine the
balance between a kneeling and prone
position. Kneeling is more efficient and
kinder on the heart rate for me than the
prone position. So I settled on two minutes
kneeling to 30 seconds prone, switching
between the two to help relax my muscles
and maintain comfort on longer paddles.

Photo by Kate Fletcher – Loch Ness sunrise leaving Fort Augustus
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How did the Loch Ness world
record attempt go?

tracker. We estimate I took around 15,000+
strokes and averaged 7.91kph, which I sure
felt in the shoulders afterwards. I was
exhausted but over the moon to have
established the first official prone paddleboard
world record for crossing Loch Ness.

I should start by confirming that there was
no sighting of Nessie, unfortunately! But, as
a paddling experience, it was awesome! I
felt dwarfed by the sheer vastness of Loch
Ness. You (and board) versus nature.
Stunning and exhausting in equal measure.
Everything I hoped for!

There are kayak and prone world records
established now, but I couldn’t find a SUP
record yet. So maybe one of your readers
could set the first SUP benchmark!

Starting at 14.10 (10th August), I paddled
south-west from Lochend; into the beast’s
mouth. Loch Ness was kind to me (mostly)
with an 8-10mph tail-wind, 22 degrees and
bright sunshine. Very unlike the Highlands!

hoto by Kate Fletcher – My
official Guinness World Record
certificate!

I’m very grateful to Lochside Hostel and
Loch Ness Lodges for allowing bank-side
access for my support crew on this paddle.
Huge thanks to our friends Simon and
Elspeth at TechNative for capturing my
journey and close friends and family who
witnessed my attempt and provided muchneeded support on the
day. You can scan the
QR code to see a short
video of what I went
through on the day.

Loch Ness makes you work for it, though.
Wind swell builds the Loch’s length, and
wind conditions changed rapidly due to the
surrounding hills, meaning some
challenging crosswinds at times. But as the
saying goes, when it comes to Scottish
weather, always expect the unexpected!
It was hard going, particularly in the last
two hours, but extremely enjoyable. I had
an absolute ball catching some (sorely
needed) surfable runners on the way in. I
might as well have been on the sea!

Photo by Kate Fletcher – start
from Lochend

Through text messages, social media and
my online fundraising page, I received a
tremendous amount of support, words of
encouragement and donations – all of
which were hugely appreciated and helped
get me across the line!

I dragged myself ashore in Fort Augustus at
18.43 with 4hrs, 33mins and 36km on the GPS
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MADE IN THE UK SINCE 1976

BIAXIAL
CARBON SHAFT
DIHEDRAL
POWER BLADE
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P

WWW.AINSWORTH PADDLES.CO.UK
+44 [0]20 8898 4839

Photo by James Fletcher –
Loch Lochy

What was your experience of
paddling the Great Glen prone?

experience will stay with us forever, or at
least until the next big challenge!

Unfortunately, the Great Glen Challenge was
cancelled this year due to COVID, but we
decided to go for it anyway… albeit at a more
sedate pace compared to Loch Ness!
Regardless, 90km+ of prone was seriously
tough. But paddling with my wife Kate rather
than solo was great fun – we had a blast!

Photos by Kate Fletcher – post
finish at Fort Augustus

What are your paddle plans
regarding 2021?
I’ve got some irons in the fire but not 100%
sure yet. I want to paddle some of the
GBSUP Series races and do some more
Scottish-based exploring. I want to try some
open sea crossings at some point, but they
take more planning and funding for support
boats. But I’ll formulate a plan – there are
plenty more adventures to be had!

The scenery was amazing from start to
finish, particularly Loch Lochy and a Fort
Augustus sunrise. It’s not every weekend
you’ve paddled across Scotland. So the
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FrangipaniSUP
Frangipani_SUP

A friendly and active BSUPA approved SUP
school based in Maldon, Essex.
We run BSUPA certified courses at multiple sites, including three
lakes and a private marina:
l
l

Level 1 Ready to Ride
Level 2 Ready to Race

l
l

Level 2 Ready to Tour
Level 1 Instructor

Our team of experienced and fully qualified instructors is keen
to help you on your SUP journey. Our guided Frangipani SUP
Riders explores are run at various beautiful locations.
Members of our inclusive Frangipani SUP Race team can be seen
wearing green at events all around the county. Please check out
our website, follow us on social media and get in touch!

07597 094233 info@frangipanisup.com

www.FrangipaniSUP.com
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Hi, I’m Stu, and a few years ago, I decided to
change direction in life – I gave up my job as an
alarm engineer and decided to follow my passion
and love of SUP, and trained up as a SUP instructor
– crazy or what!
It was definitely the right decision, and I haven’t looked back
– I have had a fantastic time. It has created so many
opportunities for me to travel, explore and paddle, including
around the beautiful South Wales Gower coastline near to
where I live. As a freelance SUP instructor, I have a
tremendous amount of passion for teaching others how to
SUP and have been fortunate enough to have had two full
seasons of teaching.
Clients have been all ages and abilities, with most of them
thinking that they would never in a million years be able to
stand up on the board! However, with my knowledge,
experience and skills, they all stood up on the board, and I
believe that no matter how young or old you are, it’s never too
early or late to try something new, like SUP. I get so much
personal satisfaction teaching SUP to beginners and do it for
the love of it.
I have organised numerous SUP tours around the Gower
Peninsula including the ‘Three Cliffs River Paddle’ and
‘Rhossili Sunset Paddle’. Both paddles are amazing and
provide a memorable experience. The Three Cliffs River Paddle
attracts a lot of attention as it caters for beginners right
through to experienced paddlers. The paddle begins in the
river at the car park in the Gower Heritage Centre on a high
tide. You start by paddling underneath the main road via a
stone tunnel and involves having to lay face flat on your board
using your arms to gently guide you through the river until
you are clear of the tunnel. You can then kneel and steer your
way through the winding river.
On a low tide, the river starts a little further downstream, so
after a short walk through the woods, you can launch from the
riverbank, paddling in complete peace, surrounded by
woodland and trees. When the river gradually widens the most
spectacular scenery greets you, and one of the first things
you’ll see are the ruins of Pennard Castle in the distance
overlooking the river.
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Three Cliffs

has the most incredible views of Worms
Head and Rhossili Beach – the scenery is
spectacular! The steep walk down to the
beach offers views of the famous Worms
Head, also known as the Sleeping Dragon
and at low tide, you can see the exposed
carcass of the wreck of Helvetia, a Norwegian
oak barque that sank in October 1887.

As you make your way to the entrance of
the sea, it’s at this point you’ll be able to
hear the ocean, feel the water filling up the
river as you paddle towards the sea and
then you will see the Three Cliffs in the
distance. As you continue and head towards
the sea, the Three Cliffs tower above the
ocean, which is a spectacular sight and this
is the time to get your camera ready!

Above: The wreck of Helvetia, a
Norwegian oak barque

Thank you
Jeff Rey
Instagram @jeff_msc
Vinny Stelzer
@Tidevisuals
Stuart Gammon
https://adventurestu.com
Instagram @supdude.stu
Further info on visiting Swansea Bay
please go to
www.visitswanseabay.com

Sunsets in Rhossili
The sunset in Rhossili is spectacular and
very popular with paddleboarders, surfers,
hand gliders and walkers, all wanting to
take photos. With a seal colony at Worms
Head, you may be lucky to get to see a seal
or dolphin whilst out sitting on the ocean
waiting for the sun to go down. When the
sun finally sinks into the sea it is a magical
sight with the sky and sea turning red, and
it leaves you with such a calming feeling,
knowing it is just you and nature – it’s so
peaceful and can be very emotional.

If it’s a summer evening paddle, you might
be lucky enough to see the most incredible
sunset, where both the sky and the ocean
turn red, and you can choose to paddle out
to the Cliffs to sit and watch the sunset.
There have been opportunities to paddle
through the tunnel underneath the three
cliffs on a calm day.
There is a beautiful lagoon at the entrance
to the sea to paddle around and a sandbank
where you can sit and relax before your
paddle back up the river. I have paddled this
numerous times, and it is one of the most
fantastic paddling experiences I’ve ever
done and definitely in my top five.

After the sun has gone down the sky turns
pink, and it is not long before darkness sets
in and time to paddle back to the beach for
the climb up the steep hill, to enjoy a social
drink at the Worms Head hotel and bar at
the top which has incredible views across the
bay. It is an experience you will never forget.

Further along the Gower coastline is Rhossili
Bay which is part of the National Trust and

Mexico
Last winter, I was fortunate enough to spend
six months in Mexico on the Pacific Ocean,
leading SUP tours that involved taking
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clients out to look for whales and dolphins
in the Bay of Banderas. I look forward to
sharing this story with you in a future
edition of SUP Mag UK.
My plans for this year will be staying local
due to the current situation with the
pandemic, and I plan to paddle along the
West Wales coastline, and if restrictions
permit, I would like to explore the
coastlines of Devon and Cornwall.
My choice of a paddleboard is ‘Sea Lion
Boards’, an eco-friendly company based in
the UK and I am fortunate to be an
ambassador promoting their brand.
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Behind the brand

with SIC London’s Piotr Kadziela
Interview: SUPM
Word & pics: Piotr Kadziela, Ollio Moss, Paddle Monster, Jordan Wylie,
Dariusz Garko & Enjoy Good Lifestyle

Piotr Kadziela is a SUP Instructor (ASI qualified) and the owner of
professional paddleboarding school: Blue Chip SUP School, London, founder
of social/adventure paddleboarding club: The SUP Club, brand ambassador
for SIC and runs SIC Maui London: an online retail shop and first in the UK
SIC Glide Centre located in Walton-on-Thames in Surrey, SW of London. We
caught up with Piotr for a chat.

Pic: Ollio Moss
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Tell us a bit about your background. Where/how did you discover SUP?
I have been living here in the UK for nearly 30 years, and I consider it home from home. Since I was 14
years old, I have paddled many different watercraft types, starting in Kayaks. Then some years later,
after spotting a crazy dude in Thailand with a SUP surf, I decided to embark on finding an introduction
to SUP when I got back to London.
Since then, I have never looked back, buying my first board online, without knowledge and experience
ended up with a board that was no good for me and was immediately returned. This is one of my drivers
for ensuring that when I speak about SUP to anyone the information, I share any knowledge from
boards to paddling safely on the water.
Being out on the water is my love; it’s what helps me relax, glow with happiness from the inside, and
share this love and passion with others drives me to do better. Through my paddling years, I have met
lots of interesting people and made some amazing friends through paddling. I was lucky to paddle in
many countries in Europe as well as in Australia, New Zealand, SE Asia, Africa and America, meeting
inspirational people and making friends.
I not only love being on the water, but as a qualified Scuba diver, I love being under the water too,
exploring the fantastic undersea worlds that we can’t see today.
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And what about your SIC
Maui London set up?

Why SIC Maui? What makes
the brand stand out?

I encountered SIC Maui when travelling,
more specifically on trips to both New
York and Florida. After spending time
speaking and paddling with SUP World
Champion Seychelle, spending a lot of
time paddling on the SIC boards myself
and speaking with others involved with
the brand, I was offered Brand
Ambassador in the UK, which I took up
and started promoting the brand. First, as
the SIC Maui London Glide Centre
designed and delivered customer testing
of the SIC boards range, I followed up
with the retail store. This has helped me
continue growing my Blue Chip SUP
School with the best available equipment
to teach on.

I have been paddling most of the SIC
MAUI boards myself and love the quality
and the design. SIC MAUI has an excellent
solid history in the water sports industry
across the world. They produce fantastic
award-winning designs year on year and
have been at the top of their game in the
racing arena, backing and winning with
some of the world’s top athletes. They
recently won SUPConnect awards for
Brand of the Year and Board of the Year
2020, which is a fantastic achievement.
Off the back of this, I am continuing
introducing and promoting here in the UK
the range of AirGlide iSUPs.

What is the ethos behind your
club and the school? How
does your club fit your SIC
Maui London?
I wanted to ensure that newcomers to the
sport had an introduction that was the
best it could be, getting people safely
onto the water. Using a high-quality
board ensured the learning was as fun
and constructive as possible and most
importantly building a community spirit.

What’s a key SIC Maui product
that would suit your paddlers
the most?
The answer to this one depends on the
activity. If you are racing, then the SIC
range of RS (carbon) and RS AirGlide
(iSUP) give their riders the glide and
agility that any racer would expect from
SUP Racers to those new to the scene
through to experience top athletes.
Touring the SIC MAUI OKEANOS (carbon &
iSUP) ranges gives options for all types of
touring, whether inland or coastal trips,

Paddle Monster Spring
Camp, Florida 2020.
Photo: Paddle Monster

Piotr.
Photo: Ollio Moss

Paddle Monster Spring Camp, Florida
2020. Photo: Paddle Monster
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there are plenty of options for kit and rider.
Lastly within the extensive SIC MAUI range
is the allrounder SIC TAO allrounder boards,
which are great on surf, river, whitewater,
ocean or Yoga.

Tell us about your 2020 season.
Was it as mad as everyone else’s?
2020 was a crazy year, unlike no other so far
in the SUP industry, our shop and school
went SUPer busy. We had such a great year
on the water with new students coming
through our school. We ran circa 20 twohour group sessions per week at the
highpoint in the summer plus many private
SUP sessions.

What was a standout moment
from last year for you as far as
SUP goes?
Last season had two standout moments that
were so exciting, firstly is the growth of the
SIC Maui UK, SUP Race Team, taking on new
racers, including Mark Salter as a SIC Maui UK
team rider, who are due to compete this year
in GBSUP, Euro and Alpine Lakes tours.
Secondly was the start of our own The SUP
Club, which started in June with just a handful
of members, who were old friends who love
what we do. Many others are mainly people
who started at our Blue Chip SUP School, and
in that time grew to over 100 members in just
a few weeks with people from the local area
and surrounding counties.

Santa: The SUP Club

How do you think 2021’s
summer will be for stand up.
More of the same?
The spike in interest is not going to stop;
that’s for sure. We are looking to grow our
school sessions by taking on new
instructors. We are looking to get more race
participation across the UK, Europe and the
US within the SIC MAUI London Race Team.
But this year we are introducing something
new with tours and trips, these will be both
within the UK and internationally.

Got any personal SUP goals for
this summer?

Sydney 2018

Casper Steinfath
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For this year, my goals aren’t just for the
summer; they are already in motion.
Improving my coaching skills both from a
performance and technical perspective is
essential for me to deliver the extra knowledge
to my school students and our Club members.
I am looking to grow my collaboration with
Paddle Monster and their training ethos to
Walton on Thames, where I deliver my school
sessions and bring international coaches to
run clinics here in the UK.
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Jurassic coast. Photo: Jordan Wylie
(The Great British Paddle)
Statue of Liberty Paddle:
Photo: Dariusz Garko of
@GarkoFit NYC @KiteManNYC

What about all-time bucket list
goals for SUP?
I think it can be summed up in one word…
‘Antarctica’ is a must-visit destination for me
to SUP.

Do you get to the coast much for
paddling, or is it mainly inland?
Most of my paddling is done inland because
of the school’s location at Walton on
Thames, but we as a school and club
organise trips to some of the UK’s best
coastal regions.

Statue of Liberty Paddle:
Photo: Dariusz Garko

Any final thoughts on UK SUP?
I can sum this up in a few words, UK SUP is
brilliant, it is growing, there are good and bad
things within the sport, and I hope the good
outgrows the bad. We will all continue to
grow the sport and ensure people enjoy every
aspect as safely as possible. The SUP world is
a growing community, where friends are
made, people have fun in whatever they are
doing on the waterways.

What’s your favourite SUP
location, home or away?
I think my home favourite location has to be
Walton on Thames. I have been on those
waters for 20 years. This is where my school is
based, and the selection is based on the
facilities and location of being able to paddle
on the mighty River Thames. As far as an away
location, this has to be Florida; this has an allround set of unique places to paddle, full of
nature, dolphins, manatees and alligators. I
guess I cannot leave out my trip down the
Hudson River in New York and around the
iconic Statue of Liberty and Manhattan.

Aneta Kostrzewa and I
Photo: Enjoy Good Lifestyle
@enjoygoodlifestyle

Who inspires you to SUP and why?
Two international paddlers stand out as an
inspiration: Larry Cain Olympic Gold and
Silver medalist and Seychelle, current APP
World Champion both parts of the Paddle
Monster group, are outstanding athletes and
coaches bringing so much to me and the
sport of SUP. More locally, in London, Sarah
and Brian mentored me in my early SUP
Instructor career.
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Freshwater B ay

PA D D L E B O A R D C o

Surf More | Explore More
www.freshwaterbaypaddleboards.co.uk sup@freshwaterbaypaddleboards.co.uk
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Wild about

SUP

Mallard
Photo: Luke Ridsdill Smith
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SUP has many disciplines; race, touring, surf, whitewater, but if we stop to
take in our surroundings for a moment, there’s another one – wildlife
watching. Whether you’re an inland waterways explorer or strictly marinebased, the UK offers some exciting wildlife opportunities that can quite
literally turn up on your board. Here are my top tips for wildlife watching
from a SUP, and some great sightings shared via the ‘SUP Sisterhood’
Facebook page.

The marine environment
With over 30,000 km of coastline, it’s no surprise that the UK serves as a playground for
humans and animals. The UK has some of the largest seabird colonies globally, is home to
nearly half the world’s grey seals, and resident populations of bottlenose dolphins.
Paddling alongside sea cliffs, you’ll likely encounter seabirds. Over 50% of the world’s Manx
Shearwaters and two-thirds of the world’s gannets nest along our coast, making the UK of
global conservation importance for these species. While you won’t spot many of our seabirds
in the winter; they are far out to sea, come the spring you’ll start to see them returning to the
coast to nest, and you might be lucky enough to encounter a raft of puffins fishing for sand
eels. When paddling near sea cliffs be mindful to keep your distance from any seabird
colonies. If guillemots are suddenly flushed from ledges, they can take their egg (on their
feet) with them – wiping out their breeding season. A nasty surprise awaits if you get too
close to a fulmar (a cousin of the albatross); its anti-predator defence is to regurgitate its last
oily, fishy meal all over you and your SUP!
A regular spot from our SUPS is the puppy dogs of the sea: seals. We have two species in the UK,
the common and the grey seal. The head is a good characteristic to decipher which one you’re
looking at, or more likely is peering at you from the water! The grey seal has a long ‘roman’ nose;
it’s scientific name, Halichoerus grypus, translates literally as hooked-nose sea pig, while the
common seal has a smaller, more round-faced head. Some individuals, likely curious young
seals, have become famous in recent years by hitching a ride on a passing SUP. A fantastic
close-up experience, for sure, but be very careful not to touch or encourage wildlife close to your
SUP. Spooked seals are capable of taking an impressive chunk out of your kit, or you!
Seal
Photo: Amanda Leonard
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By Dr. Sarah Perkins.
Sarah is a scientist
at Cardiff University.
Her research
specialises in animal
conservation and
wildlife diseases
Pics:
S u e S a y e r,
Amanda Leonard,
Stephen Marsh,
Emily Cunningham,
Luke Ridsdill Smith,
Sarah Perkins,
Kirsty Burns,
Helena Mutton,
Jeff Chard and
Simon Hunt

SUP snorkel
Photo: Amanda Leonard

Disturbing seals
You may come across a seal bobbing about
in the water, but do not approach them,
they may be sleeping. Seals also ‘haul-out’,
where they pull themselves onto their
favourite place on land to rest, digest food,
and from August to December (for grey
seals) and June and July (for common seals)
give birth to their young. Disturbing seals
while they are on land can lead to injury
and occasionally can be fatal for unborn
pups and their mums.
As tempting as it is to get closer, keep your
distance from haul-out sites. How close is too
close? Sue Sayer, seal expert from Cornwall
Seal Group Research Trust, states says, “To
get the best views, seals need to be oblivious
of your presence, or they will spook and
disappear. If a seal is looking at you, then
you’re too close and need to back off out of
sight.” Learn more about grey seals here:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuzv
SLkxvtdgbnccHqibILQ/videos.

Seal pup
Photo: Sue Sayer
Left: Kingfisher
Photo: Jon Hawkins
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(https://www.sharktrust.org/basking-shark-project)
In these COVID times, it may be a surprise
to know that it’s not just humans that
suffer through epidemics. In the UK in
1988 and again in 2002, tens of thousands
of seals died due to an outbreak of a virus,
which was the seal equivalent of measles.
There’s speculation that the virus may
have jumped species from domestic dogs,
which tells you all you need to know about
keeping a respectful distance. The
population has bounced back in many
places, but they still need all the help they
can get. Entanglement in marine debris,
overfishing, pollution and human
disturbance pose significant threats today.

Cetaceans
Cetaceans, also known as whales and
dolphins, are abundant around the UK and
minke whales can be seen quite close
inshore. Many of us have been lucky
enough to have been joined by dolphins on
our SUPs and, as ever, be sure to let them
come to you rather than you approaching
them. Cardigan Bay has the UK’s largest
resident population of (bottlenose)
dolphins with summer being the easiest
time to spot them, but you can be lucky
year-round.

Basking shark
Coming face to face with the UK’s biggest
fish, the basking shark is a possibility.
These huge animals migrate along the
west coast from Cornwall to northern
Scotland during the summer months.
Every year they make a splash in the
tabloids, with a photo over-excitedly
claiming ‘proof’ of great white sharks in our
waters! While basking sharks are a
formidable size, you can hum the ‘JAWS’
theme all you like, these gentle giants are
filter-feeders, and the only thing on their
menu is plankton. If you go looking for
basking sharks have a read of the Shark
Trusts’ basking shark code of conduct’ and
if you are lucky enough to see one be sure
to let them know .
You never know what might turn up in the
big blue – this summer, Alison Snell (SUP
Sisterhood paddler) made the national
news when a bluefin tuna buzzed her and
fellow paddlers; “It was so fast and
definitely seemed to be trying to corral
us… an evening I will never forget.” See the
footage here: www.youtube.com/
watch?v=TCvTwCFBfNo.

Snorkelling
Don’t just limit your wildlife spotting to sea
and shore; there are lots to explore under
the waves. Pop on a mask and snorkel to
see what’s under your board. I sometimes
take a small anchor with me (be careful on
iSUPs), or stick my head over the side of
my board. Be warned with the latter – I’ve
had people on the beach ask if I am OK, so
be sure to stick your head up now and then
let everyone know you are not face down in
the water for another reason!

Barrel Jellyfish
Photo: Amanda Leonard
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Summer months bring some impressive
jellyfish blooms with the barrel jellyfish
reaching almost a metre in size and weighing
up to 35kg. If you’ve got the luck of the SUP
Gods, you might see a leatherback turtle, a
summer visitor that chases jellyfish blooms
and the barrel jellyfish is one of its favourites.
Another species that many people don’t

Bottlenose Dolphin pod
Photo: Emily Cunningham
Moorhen
Photo: Helena Mutton

Seal hauled out
Photo: Sue Sayer
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recently returned old friend to our
waterways. After a 500-year absence, we
now have the chance to see beavers. The
Eurasian beaver was once common across
the UK but was hunted to extinction for its
fur, meat and ‘castoreum’, a secretion used
in perfumes, food and medicine.
After successful re-introductions in Argyle
(Scotland) and the River Otter in Devon (the
most recent re-introduction was ‘Sigourney
Beaver’, released in August 2020 in Cornwall),
we’ll hopefully start to see them recolonise
across the UK. At the moment these large
rodents still make for a rare sighting, but
they leave a tell-tale sign on riverbanks;
distinctively felled trees. Indeed, finding field
signs of some of our difficult-to-see animals
can be just as exciting as the real deal.

Mallard
Photo: Kirsty Burns
realise exists in the UK is the seahorse. We
have two species, and I’ve spent many hours
looking for them in seagrass beds around
Dorset. No luck so far!

The presence of one of our most elusive
mammals, the otter, is often only confirmed
from its incontrovertible calling card; they
scent mark with faeces, leaving a pile high
on prominent features such as rocks or
ledges under bridges. If you are brave
enough to take a sniff, you’ll find it smells
quite pleasant, like Jasmine tea! The otter
population nose-dived in the 1970s and was
on the brink of extinction due to pollution in
the food chain, but thanks to a ban on the
most harmful pesticides they are now found
nationwide. For the best chance of spotting
an otter, head to Scotland’s coast, with Mull
being a hotspot. With patience and luck,
you can now spot one on many UK rivers.

Beautifully patterned wrasse (fish) are
common on rocky reefs; they’re so bright
that they almost look tropical. But my
personal favourite spot is the spider crab.
They’re the UK’s largest crab and as sea
temperatures warm up towards the summer
these crabs march from the deep in their
thousands to shed their carapace (shell) in
shallow water, to grow even bigger. The
largest gathering in the UK where a count
was made was an estimated 50,000
individuals, and it all happened just metres
off the shore. If you see the carapace washed
up on the beach, there are spider crabs
nearby, so it’s worth paddling out for a look.

The freshwater environment

How can we watch wildlife
responsibly?

With their bright blue plumage, kingfishers
are possibly the most distinctive birds found
in the UK. Keep an eye out for them on rivers
and estuaries. Look out for dense, overgrown
corners, especially where branches
overhang the water. The kingfisher has
competition for our attention from a

As water-based recreational activities
increase, so does human pressure on
wildlife. SUP has exploded as a sport, and we
all have to be mindful to protect the very
environment we love. In the marine
environment, we have the ‘WiSe’ schemehttps://www.wisescheme.org/, which
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Grey Seal hauled out in the sun vulnerable
to disturbance
Photo: Sue Sayer

offers guidance on watching wildlife while
keeping disturbance to a minimum. As with
all wildlife, the take-home message is it to
give them space, and it is important not to
approach them. Let animals approach you
and enjoy a safe, respectful encounter. Use
the main wildlife bodies advice and
guidance, referring to local experts at your
paddling venue, and do research on what
you might encounter.

and their young. Many species are
protected in the UK by the Wildlife and
Countryside Act (1981). You risk breaking
the law (even if by accident) if you –
‘Intentionally or recklessly disturb any wild
bird listed on Schedule 1 while it is nest
building, or at a nest containing eggs or
young, or disturb the dependent young of
such a bird’.
It is also a criminal offence to disturb a seal
off a Site of Special Scientific Interest. When
out on your SUP keep a constant
assessment of the wildlife you’re observing.
If you see they’re disturbed, it’s time to
move on. Choose a clear course to give
wildlife space and help them predict your
movements. It can be very easy to push
wildlife along a narrow channel, with some
disturbing stories emerging of swans being
pushed up-river into a neighbouring bird’s
territory, resulting in aggressive
interactions, sometimes even death.

No-paddle zones

Simon Hunt and Becky Athay paddling in
west Wales

Sometimes there is a clear steer of where
not to paddle. Nature reserves, protected
habitats and sensitive wildlife sites are
obvious no-paddle zones. Even in
unprotected areas, remember that many
animals are busy making more animals
from March to July! In these months be
especially careful not to disturb the animals

Thanks

One of our sport’s thrills is the access it
gives to unspoilt and rugged waterways; it’s
a beautiful, privileged playground that
wildlife helps make a special place. If we
observe our wildlife in a respectful,
considered fashion, we keep that
environment diverse and healthy, for
ourselves, aquatic life and the SUP
enthusiasts to come.

To Sue Sayer of Cornwall Seal Group Research Trust
www.cornwallsealgroup.co.uk and the SUP Sisterhood for
sharing your knowledge, stories and images.
To learn more about the impacts of disturbance on our marine life
https://cornwallmarinelifecode.org.uk/
www.sealalliance.org/

A Common Seal
Photo: Stephen Marsh
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A must have for any SUP paddler. Tough elasticated tubular-webbing leash that can be used / worn in two ways.

Quick Release Belt

PFD Mounted Quick Release

Using the quick release section of our Guide / Gear
Belts makes for a comfortable waist mounted leash.

Create a PFD mounted quick release system by ﬁtting the SUP Leash Link
to the middle side strap on your Peak UK PFD.

Pull the cam buckle’s toggle and the SUP Leash will
release, leaving the belt in place.

Pull the cam buckle’s toggle and the SUP Leash will release, leaving the
ﬁt of the PFD unaffected.

t: +44 1629 732611 | e: info@peakuk.com
peakuk

peakukkayaking

peakuktv

SUPLEASHES
Which one’s right for you?
The growth of SUP over recent years has been nothing short of
phenomenal. But such sporadic growth also leaves room for mixed
guidance and advice. BA or no BA? Ankle strap? Calf strap or waist strap?
Quick release or regular Velcro? With so many questions circulating around
the use of leashes and types of leashes when stand up paddle boarding, we
here at British Canoeing thought it would help to provide some guidance.
easy to wear and to fit. Always attach them
to the same leg each time you paddle, that
way you will always know where to release
them if needed.

Before we delve into which part of your
body you should attach your leash, let’s
take a look at the environments best
suited for both straight or coiled leases.
the length of the leash will be
Coiled:
coiled – much like a spring. You
would use a coiled leash lengths
for more general SUP use.
Straight: easy to spot, the straight leash
is just one continuous length.
You would use a straight leash
mainly for surfing.

Calf cuff/knee
Suitable environments for use: Lakes, canals,
sea/coastal bays, surf and slow moving
deepwater rivers. These are similar to an
ankle leash but the cuff attachment is
slightly larger and fits just below your knee.
Some people may prefer this type of leash
for ease of attachment but the environments
in which they should be used are similar.

Now we’ve looked at the difference between
coiled and straight, let’s look into when it’s
best to attach the leash to your ankle, calf
or waist.

Waist
Suitable environments for use on
moving/flowing water including, rivers, tidal
rivers and estuaries, tidal races, white water
rivers. The leash is connected to a waist belt
with a quick release buckle or fastening. It can
be easily reached if you are caught or held by
the force of the water. When fitted and used
correctly, it releases you from your board and
leash attachments freeing you from any
dangerous entanglement. It is normally worn
below the level of your buoyancy aid or PFD. It
can also be worn on top of your buoyancy aid
if fitted high on the chest.

Ankle
Suitable environments for use: Lakes,
canals, sea/coastal bays, surf and slow
moving deepwater rivers. These are the
most common leashes and often come with
your board if you buy a package. They are

For more information on staying safe while
SUP’ing then head over to the Go Paddling
website www.gopaddling.info
The Go Paddling
website is a one-stop
shop for anyone
looking to get more
out of their paddling
journey. Here you’ll
find an array of
inspirational articles for SUPing and all
other paddlesports! Plus, with over 140
paddling trails and an interactive
PaddlePoints mapping resource Go Paddling
makes finding somewhere to paddle easy!
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WW
Photographer: Graham Woollven

conversations

Emma in slalom action
Interviews: Emma Love
On August 1st 2019, British Canoeing launched the Stand Up
Paddleboard White Water Coach Award. In 2020, five women gained
this award, and four more are now on route to qualifying. In a series
of interviews, Emma Love grabbed some Zoom time with these
extraordinary women to chat about their individual journeys and
why the incredible paddlesport that is white water SUP is attracting
so many women.
Emma Love is a British Canoeing stand up paddleboard white water coach and
#ShePaddles ambassador. Emma will be launching her own SUP business
Wotbikini later this year.
www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/news/2019/shepaddles-spread-the-love
www.britishcanoeing.org.uk/news/2019/become-a-stand-up-paddleboard-coach
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Jessica Phillip
www.facebook.com/DipperPaddleBoarding
I was thrilled to interview Jess, one of five women to have qualified
in 2020 as a British Canoeing Stand Up Paddleboard White Water
Coach. Based in Fort William on the west coast of Scotland, Jess had
just returned from three weeks sailing on the tall ship, Tenacious.
We grabbed an hour to chat about her journey, the openness of our
sport and the projects she is currently involved in.
Jessica Phillip Photo: Paul Klym

Tell me about your very first experience of paddling
It was probably when I was about 11 years old, at Loch Park with the Keith Swimming Club.
They were doing sessions during the summer, and I just really enjoyed messing around in
the kayaks. The group I was with were supportive, and I enjoyed being around them – it was
a fun environment to develop my skills.

I know you paddle lots of different types of craft, what are you
typically paddling at the moment?
It’s quite a range, for work, I paddle open canoes, so river and flat water, plus I do a bit of sea
kayaking. For fun, I like white water kayaking and then, of course, white water SUP.

Describe for me your very first white water SUP experience?
I was at university at the time, and I had come back to stay with my parents for Christmas.
Jim Gibson had got really into paddling SUP, and he asked my brother and me if we would
fancy going for a paddle on the river A’nn. I thought yeah why not let’s give this a go! I felt
confident having paddled this particular river in my kayak, but when we arrived, and I saw
Jim in all his body armour, I thought oh gosh, what have I got myself into? When I got on
the water, I thought this is ridiculous! Lots of falling off but also, really fun. It made what I
consider an easy river challenging again, which was nice.
89
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Jessica Phillip
Photo: Denise Pentland

You definitely need to be
able to read the water,
every ripple and wave –
the board doesn’t allow
you to muddle through.
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I’ve done, it just felt nice. The sessions you
complete running up to your assessment
and the ideas you work through because
of doing these, make you feel ready – it
gives you lots of experience which is good.
I also recommend having a mentor or
another paddler to chat with. For me, I
valued Paul Klym, who was on the same
pathway; it was cool sharing ideas with
him and adventures out on the river. I also
continued to have support from Jim
Gibson (my mentor) plus Phil Hadley, Alex
Tonge and Anthony Ing who delivered the
two-day WW SUP discipline-specific
training, which was helpful.

What’s motivated you to
continue playing on white water
using a SUP?
I suppose for me; it started off being about
community because I paddled with
friends. Later on, it additionally became
about making the rivers challenging again
and pushing myself.
I find WW SUP interesting because it
punishes you if you get things wrong, but
this means you learn quickly and I like the
fact that you have to get it technically
right whereas with kayaking I find you can
get away with a lot more. You definitely
need to be able to read the water, every
ripple and wave – the board doesn’t allow
you to muddle through.

2020 has had some real high
points for you. Alongside
gaining your coaching
qualification and setting up
your own business, Dipper
Paddle Boarding, you are
currently a British Canoeing
#ShePaddles ambassador and
part of the Scottish Canoeing
Association ‘Female Equality
Group’

Huge congratulations on
becoming a British Canoeing SUP
white water coach. 2020 has been
an incredible year with so many
women qualifying and more on
route to becoming qualified. Why
do you think we are seeing such a
significant uptake?
I think we are seeing a lot of women
qualifying because WW SUP is new and
exciting! More women are taking up the
sport, and so there are more developing
and moving through. Also, because our
sport is completely new, we don’t have a
stereotype attached to it as of yet.

As an ambassador, I have found it pleasant
connecting and getting to know people. I
am excited to be involved in the new
female equality group here in Scotland. It
is very similar to #ShePaddles. Our main
aim is to support women who are wanting
to gain higher coaching qualifications,
something we currently see a deficit of in
Scotland. We also want to support and
increase the number of women entering
paddlesports at grassroots.

I think that is a really
interesting perspective, do you
think other paddlesports come
with a stereotype attached?

I know you have just come back
from three weeks volunteering on
a tall ship, have you also managed
to have local adventures?

Yes, just because they have been set up a
lot longer For example, with white water
kayaking, the image that comes to mind is
typically a guy dropping big waterfalls;
canoeing is maybe a big guy with a beard.
I suppose even flatwater paddleboarding
has a bit of a stereotype – a person in a
bikini. WW SUP has not got a stereotype
yet; it feels open.

Last year, I was planning to head off
abroad, but instead, I have been exploring
little bits of water locally. In the summer I
did a mini-expedition along Loch Treig from
Corour to Tulloch Station, and more
recently, I paddled the length of the Burn of
Boyne right outside my parent’s house. It is
usually a very small rocky burn, but the
levels had come up, so I thought, why not!
It was a lot of fun, and I even saw a
Kingfisher which I never thought I would
see on this river. I have enjoyed exploring
new places in Scotland and my local area;
there are many more trips I still want to do!

What words of encouragement
would you give to women who
may be interested in becoming
a coach but may feel unsure
whether to take the next steps?
I’d say give it a go! Our community is
supportive, and I found the actual
assessment itself was the least stressful

www.canoescotland.org/female-equality-group
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Jenna Sanders
https://flyinggeckooutdoors.co.uk
Chatting with Jenna
Sanders was really
interesting. Not only is
Jenna a paddler, a
British Canoeing coach,
leader and coach
educator, but she is also
now on route to taking
her white water SUP
coach assessment! We
discussed what
originally made her fall
in love with paddling,
her experience as a
student completing the
white water SUP
discipline specific
training and what
advice she would give
women interested in
starting their journey to
becoming white water
SUP coaches.
Jenna Sanders
Photo: Sophie Dollar
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Which craft do you paddle?

Will I coach this discipline? I genuinely
don’t know. The majority of my work
through my business, ‘Flying Gecko’, is
coach education and leadership. I don’t
have huge amounts of time for just pure
coaching, but it would be nice.

First and foremost, I am a canoeist, that’s
where I have the majority of my
leadership and coaching qualifications. I
used to play canoe polo and white water
kayak, but I much prefer white water
canoeing. I got into paddling SUP (on flat
and open water) quite a few years ago
when it first became popular.

What encouragement and advice
would you give to women who
may be interested in qualifying
as a coach but are feeling unsure
if they are good enough?

Describe your first ever
experience of paddling
I was about 20 years old and on holiday in
France with my parents. We visited the
bottom of the Verdon Gorge, I decided to
hire a kayak and paddle up the gorge, and
it was just beautiful! On my return to
Warwick, I joined the university kayak
club, and it went from there.

If you are already SUP’ing on white water,
then there is absolutely no reason not to
start on your coaching journey because
the qualification pathway is so open, there
are no time limits, and there is no stress.
You can go and complete the first stage
(core coach), see how you get on and if you
enjoy it, then take the next step and
complete the WW SUP discipline specific
training. If you want to re-visit core coach
at a later stage, you can, and the same
goes for the two-day discipline-specific
training. I would absolutely encourage
women to go, give it a try and do it for your
own fun and enjoyment. And if you get to
the point where you are ready to do the
assessment – awesome!

Exploring that gorge was formative. For
me, the primary driver for getting on the
water is being able to access beautiful
places. Interestingly with lockdown, it has
made me realise that while I enjoy
paddling in the countryside, I would rather
be out on a river up in the mountains.

You started paddling white water
SUP last year. I immediately
assumed this would be an
addition to your business
portfolio, so I was very intrigued
when you described your primary
motivation as ‘creating space for
you to have fun’.

What would you advise women
who are thinking ‘I can’t even
envision getting to the Core
Coach stage, let alone putting
myself forward for the final
assessment’?

Yes, my first time playing on white water
using a SUP was in spring 2020 just after
the first lockdown was lifted, and it was
just great to have time to mess about and
coach myself. I’ve got all the basic
principles; I know how to deal with white
water and how to SUP, so it was really good
fun to join these up, experiment, play and
see what would happen.

I would recommend coaching and
observing other WW SUP Coaches, going
and chatting with them, getting on the
water, playing, and seeing what is going
on. When I am running a core coach, I
want to make sure my students
understand this is their space where they
can make mistakes. Yes, there’s a lot of
theory because coaching is a skill set, but
the course shouldn’t be intimidating. I
want to think that everybody running
these courses are doing so in the
atmosphere of let’s try stuff and if it
works, cool! If it doesn’t work, cool! It
doesn’t matter, because you have learnt
something.

If you’re going to be a coach and if you’re
going to be a coach educator, it is really
useful and essential always to have
something going on which is new, that’s
difficult, and you’re not good at. If you’re
always a beginner at something, you retain
that bit of understanding of how hard it is to
learn and this then benefits your students.
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Jenna Sanders Photo: Andy Cass

For many women, we have an
expectation that we need to be
perfect before we can even attend
these courses. I know I did! Why
do you think this happens, and
how do we change this?

How did you find the two-day
discipline training from the
perspective of being a student
rather than coming to it in your
usual role as a coach educator?
I went knowing full well my WW SUP skills
were somewhat lacking and what I needed
from those two days was to understand the
discipline better! I was purely there to learn.
I was delighted to say to everyone, “You
know what guys, I’m not very good!”

I find a higher proportion of women who
come on my courses are self-deprecating,
they will say, “I don’t know if I am good
enough to be here” and are visibly worried.
Whereas I find men are much more likely to
come and give it go. It is really hard to
change this expectation, but as a coach
educator, I make sure the environment is
set up to be positive, kind and ego-free. The
space needs to allow people to relax and get
what they need out of the day. As a
paddling community, we still need to be
better communicators and say, “It is just a
training course for you to come along,
enjoy and take away new skills.”

Running the training course were Anthony
Ing, Alex Tonge and Phil Hadley and they
are just so informative. I had so much
technical and tactical input, and I just kept
asking all the time, how do you do this and
what about that? It was such a fun time,
learning.

Jenna Sanders Photo: Andy Cass

Jenna Sanders Photo: Andy Cass
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Surf SUP Allrounder WindSUP YogaSUP
£654.00

£674.00

£724.00

£699.00

8’6"x30"x4"
Weight-9KG
Volume-123lt
9’x30"x4"
Weight-9.4KG
Volume-130lt

10’x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10’6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11’x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10’x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10’6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11’x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

10’x31"x4.5"
Weight-11KG
Volume-175lt
10’6"x31.5"x4.5"
Weight-12KG
Volume-186lt
11’x31"x4.5"
Weight-13KG
Volume-198lt

http://www.neptunesups.com

Cruiser Full Carbon
£799.00
Race

11’x30.5"x6"
£1,250.00
Weight-15.5KG
Length-12’6” & 14’
Volume-230lt
Width-25”& 23”
12’6"x31"x6"
Depth to 8.5”
Weight-16.5KG
Weight-10.5 & 11.5kg
Volume-247lt
Volume-275 & 300L
www.facebook.com/Neptunesups
https://twitter.com/neptunesups
www.instagram.com/neptunesups/

LEADERSHIP

on the ocean
Words: Elaine Farquharson: Dorset SUP Coaching and Guiding
Pics: Elaine Farquharson & the RNLI
This year I predict an explosion into coastal SUP and exploration with newfound confidence and skills growing, plus newly qualified coaches and
leaders excited to put their theory to the test. People last year mastered
the basics, and now the horizon and taste of adventure are within their
grasp. As the famous ocean scientist and explorer Jacques Yves Cousteau
said, “The sea, once it casts its spell, holds one in its net of wonder forever.”

It will also be the more experienced and skilled paddlers who will find themselves in a
position of responsibility by default. However, being a good leader is not just based on
personal skills; it requires a lot more tactical paddling experience and coastal knowledge
to plan a successful journey for others. Plus group awareness in terms of technical or
physical ability is more complicated on so many levels when you are exposing people to
the wildness of coastal environments. God forbid if things do take a turn for the worst like
the fog come down, or the wind picks up, it’s having the experience, initiative and
aptitude to get the team out of trouble and into safety that counts the most. Finally, a lot
of compassion, understanding of psychology and a love of people are essential to being a
good leader. In this article, I hope to help all levels of ability to get the most out of their
coastal leadership experiences this year, whether that be a new guide, paddler or
experienced salty sea dog.

TRUST
So ask yourself, who do you trust to take you on a coastal journey? Let me help you.

Psychology
The leader needs to care and understand the team’s psychology to keep the atmosphere
fun and prevent stress out on the water. According to psychologist Myers Briggs, there
are 16 different personality types with differing combinations of thought versus feelings,
extroversion versus introversion, spontaneity versus routine, or those that see the bigger
picture versus the micro. When taking a group out awareness of these interactions and
how a team forms is imperative. Also understanding the roles people take within a team,
and how they might interact helps the leader best utilise the dynamics, (you can read
more on this through the work by Belbin).
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For example, some teams bomb bust when they hit the water so utilising a team player,
or setting boundaries early on can keep group safety. Equally someone who is a shaper is
driven and highly self-motivated this could be utilised to inspire others and keep the
team morale high.
Having coaching experience is essential to understand the different types of learning
styles. Honey and Mumford looked at four main styles, the activist, pragmatist, the
reflector and the theorist. It’s essential to identify how people best take in the
information and utilise that to enhance their paddling out on the water. You can cover
some of this in the pre-trip information, enabling reflective thinking on the water, giving
people practical things to do or just allowing the group to play and have fun.
It also helps if people are aware of their competence levels;
however, as a coach, you may recognise some problems in
the perception of competence and peoples ability levels. The
hierarchy of competence becomes a problem when the two
perceptions don’t marry up. The leader must manage this
with tact and care to prevent the destruction of confidence
but not let the person endanger the rest of the group.
Using communication skills in transactional analysis ensure communication channels don’t
become strained through an over-controlling leader, causing a rebellious child.
Understanding the inner chimp, or emotional drivers within us can help prevent the rebellious
child, or inner chimp from coming out to play in the first place and keep the peace.
Finally, when pushing the grade and progressing on more challenging water, it’s
important not to stretch the comfort zone because learning shrinks through fear and
anxiety. Mike Brown’s ‘Comfort Zone: Model’ highlights making the activity mildly
adventurous to enable growth and fun out on the water. The problem can be when the
97
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leader is inexperienced
in the environment
and overstretches
the group beyond
their mental
boundaries. This can
cause people to snap
and make bad
decisions or paddlers to
become distressed or upset. Let’s
remember the reason we paddle is to
have fun not to scare ourselves to death.

Physical ability
Leaders must be physically fit to be
able to rescue and tow and be a good
role model. Coaching experience also
helps to be able to improve
biomechanics and efficiency, saving
energy along the way. It’s essential
though to adapt movement models to
the individuals’ physicality,
understanding how peoples differences
affect their paddling and adapt around
it. For example, a stiff ankle can prevent
weight transference or indirectly restrict
knee bend. It can make balance more
challenging, adapting the technique to
accommodate this or using the right
board to assist balance will make a
world of difference to that individual
and their enjoyment of their day.

Individuals will all have different health
and general fitness. The leader should
have screened and profiled each
individual before establishing their
strengths and weakness and tailoring
the trip to these needs. It is important to
understand how much paddling people
have done and how comfortable people
will be in differing postures out on the
water. The endurance and strength
needed for each trip should be tailored to
the weakest paddler’s fitness in the
group. If you have a speed demon in the
group, you can always set them some
challenges, but it becomes a problem if
someone struggles to keep up with the
team. In these circumstances, it will
become necessary to tow or assist that
person but remember this will take up
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your time away from the rest of the
group, so it’s best to pitch the activity
appropriately.
To prevent fatigue, people should bring
food and drinks, but also they need to be
dressed correctly for the conditions. It’s
the group leaders responsibility to make
sure the team remain healthy and
happy. If a person becomes ill, it can
have serious consequences out on the
water, and a sugar low will often have an
adverse effect on psychology and the
chimps come out to play.

Technical considerations
The leader’s personal skills need to be
good enough to handle more than the
group environment dictates, but they
don’t need to be the next Kai Lenny. Skills
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generally required for coastal waters are the
ability to trim the board up and downwind,
handle chop, utilise surf stance and footwork
on downwind, or surf landings, control the
paddle for efficiency into the wind,
navigating currents around headlands or
over shallows, or having an efficient
paddling style.
Using the wrong kit can make a trip miserable,
too short a board or not enough volume in
choppy conditions will struggle against the
longer touring boards. Surf fin set up will
reduce efficiency compared to a longer
touring fin. Equally knowledge of different
types of kit helps ensure it has been set up
correctly and seaworthy. The same standards
for personal flotation devices, either a PFD,
lifejacket or buoyancy aid should be worn, and
always a leash. Should a fault develop on the
water due to cheap or poorly looked after
equipment it could put the whole group at
risk. A leader should check these.
Ideally, the personal skills should match up
to the environment of the trip. If not, it is
advisable to recommend coaching before
taking a person out on exposed or extreme
conditions. Equally carrying expedition kit
will cause the boards to handle very
differently, so flat water journeying and
practice should ideally be encouraged first.
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Launching and landing skills can be very
technical, so care is needed to ensure the
group have the capability of going in/out
through surf or tow back before committing
to challenging more exposed beaches or
coastal routes.

cliffs or affect the group. Also, visibility is
essential to keep the group safe by making
the navigation easy.

Emergencies
Often when you are out on the water, nothing
bad will happen, but there is always the
potential for things to go wrong, this is where
a leader’s experience is imperative. A leader
should carry an emergency kit which matches
the exposure and risks to the environment,
including: communication devices or trackers,
spare leash, slings, tow line, split paddle, spare
fin, first aid kit, hydration and food, protective
clothing, emergency shelter or space blanket,
emergency repair kit, spare pump,
and suncream.

Tactics
There is a lot to plan before and during the
day. Weather forecasts, tides, topography
and hydrology need to be understood. For
example on a windy day communication
might be difficult so other methods rather
than voice may need to be employed to
communicate with the team such as hand
signals, whistles, mobile phone, VHF, or
using assistants to create a line of site or
communications.

The leader should have been drilled in
emergency situations in physical and
emotional first aid, equipment failure or what
to do in adverse conditions like fog, or weather
changes. Although we hope they should never
be needed, these emergency skills and
experience should be practised regularly, and
training should be updated as the governing
bodies require. If an emergency does occur,
the leader has the skills, expertise, problemsolving and ability to keep calm to keep you
and the rest of the group safe.

The plan should include the meeting place,
including the facilities with consideration
of disabilities or comfort needs. The
nautical maps will show you the shore’s
contours, which will help identify whether
the beach will have surf or even the ease of
the ground type for the boards for
launching or landing. It will also show you
exposure and the potential for rest stops or
exit if things deteriorate.
The surf forecast will give some idea of the
swell height and period at the shore and the
open sea. The tidal flow will help with
crossings or negotiating overfalls around
headlands so that hydrology is pitched to
the group’s ability and fitness. The leader
should consider the wind strength and
direction, and understand that this will
create features on the sea and how that
might interact with the swell, reflect off
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So leading is not an easy thing to do, but it is
hugely rewarding and a highly responsible
privilege to watch others grow and live out
their dreams. I hope you all enjoy sharing
water time together safely this year and
make amazing times memories. The sea and
our British coastlines have some of the most
spectacular and challenging places to
explore in the world, enjoy!
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Turtle Bay Halulu 10’6
pictured at The Fisherman’s
Net Huts, Hastings.

WWW.TURTLEBAYPADDLEBOARDS.COM

#TURTLEBAYSUP

Justin Dennington’s

wings

Photo: Ian Butt
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‘n’tings
Wing vs wind foiling
interview: SUPM
Photography: by Justin Dennington,
Tracy Dennington and Ian Butt

Justin Dennington is an accomplished wave sailor living down in the
West Country with spots like Marazion and Gwithian on his doorstep.
Yet when conditions are not 100%, you can often find him with a wing
in hand. We caught up with JD, no stranger to this magazine, to
determine the reasons behind this.

First of all, how did you get into wing foiling? What appealed and
when did you start?
I got my first wing about a year ago, I’ve been SUP foiling for a couple of years, and I’d
been contemplating downwind foiling but found it difficult to line up conditions and
logistics without the use of a backup ski. I remember seeing a YouTube video of these
guys riding rolling swells with the wing and the benefit of using the wing to carry you out
to catch these swells that you could then foil. The penny dropped right there, and then,
for me, the wing is a bit of a game-changer, especially for downwind foiling. With the
addition of the wing, it now makes it a lot easier to catch rolling swells, or the tiniest of
waves, and has also opened up lots more opportunities in the waves. A lot of the appeal
for me is that is it bridges that gap with light wind days where I would not bother going
windsurfing or SUP surfing as it would not be that great.

Why not windsurf foiling, which in theory would fit better with you
as already being a sailor?
I tried windsurf foiling, but it felt too much like just blasting around on a normal windsurf
board. My windsurf kit is all wave orientated, so it isn’t that great for blasting around, and
I would windsurf foil if it was light but kind of just glazed over and got bored quite
quickly. You can’t do a lot in the waves windsurf foiling; you’ve only got to look online to
see that most of the stuff in waves or on rolling swell is with the wing. However, I’d say
that if your windsurfing background is more free ride/slalom, then yes, windsurf foiling is
probably going to be a better fit than wing foiling.
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What does wing foiling offer?
What plus points would you give
to someone looking to start?

relatively foil friendly). Maza offers the most
user-friendly conditions with softer onshore
waves and good rolling swell on a southerly
and works well in many wind directions. The
Bluff offers really good long waves as they
tend to jack up and break on the outside
sandbars then hit deeper water in the
channel, go fat but keep rolling up the river
mouth for some long rides, but the Bluff
doesn’t have the same wide wind window as
Maza. You also need to carefully pick your
timings for this spot and be quite a
confident foiler, as there is a lot of water
moving. You can find yourself on the inside
going up the river mouth quite quickly, so
definitely not a beginners spot.

For me, wing foiling offers a more pure
foiling experience, unlike windsurf foiling,
where mast foot pressure has a direct input
to the foil, and there is always that
connection between board and rig. With the
wing, I control the foil with my input and
foot pressure. Just like surfing, the wing is an
independent engine I can switch on and off
as I desire. When we get decent swell and
light winds, I can use the wing to fly out and
gybe on some swell, park the wing in neutral
and foil the rolling swell or wave back in; if
you feel yourself losing momentum on the
swell or wave, you can re-engage the wing
for power, which you can’t do with windsurf
foiling. The wing has also opened up an
avenue of flat conditions that I would never
be able to sail in as I don’t have big kit, so if
it’s too light for me to windsurf, I can now go
winging. I’ve been wing foiling over the
summer when others around me have been
windsurfing on 7.5 - 8m sails. Foils are so
efficient you can get going with a 4-5m wing
in the lightest of breezes. Another bonus is
you don’t need a wave to be able to pop
some airtime either. If conditions are looking
too breezy and messy to SUP surf, I can
break the wing out and go wing foiling. So
there are lots of plus points for anyone who
is looking to start winging.

Many others participating down
your way?
There’s only a small crew at the beaches
down here at the moment, just a couple of
friends that are also wing foiling, both are
very experienced wave sailors, and both also
SUP foil. I have heard that a few up at the
local lake are winging but haven’t seen
them at the beach in the waves yet. The
wing goes hand in hand with the foil, and
there are not many down here foiling, so
that’s probably why the numbers are low.
Anyone living down here would have a good
pick of both learning and more advanced
wing foiling locations if they were
contemplating getting into winging. They
have great places to windsurf, but the same
spots can offer up some tasty conditions for
wing foiling when conditions are too fickle.

Are there any downsides to
winging?
Yes, I now get excited about a 2ft onshore
wave….haha! I suppose it can be a bit off a
faff, getting in and out of the water in
certain conditions, especially if there is a
decent swell or a beach break. You have to
walk out deep enough to launch before you
can turn the board over for the foil, again; if
there are waves, it can be a bit tricky,
especially if it’s a decent size with a lot of
white water. Foils can get damaged easily,
so you have to be quite mindful of that.
Foils are also a sharp bit of kit; I’ve had a few
love bites, but thankfully nothing too
serious. I don’t personally wear a helmet,
but if you’re planning to learn wing foiling,
then a helmet and body protection should
be a serious consideration.

What’re your goals with
winging, if any? How far would
you like to take it, for instance?
I have been popping some jumps recently,
and I think, like most sports, the more
comfortable you become, the more you’ll
try different tricks. I suppose goal wise I’d
like to get an aerial trick under my belt,
although, at 49, the slams seem more
painful and body recovery a lot slower…
haha! Other than that, just trying to be as
good as I can. It always puts a massive
smile on my face after a session either way.

Do you subscribe to the hype
surrounding winging at the mo?
It seems anyone with experience
is hailing it as the biggest thing
since sliced bread. Do you agree?

Tell us about the spots you
usually wing at and why they’re
good for it?

At the moment, no, not at all; wing foiling is
in its infancy, so there is a lot more to come
from it; I also think that a lot of the guys
that are hailing it that, don’t windsurf,

I mainly wing the same spots that I SUP foil,
which is Maza (Marazion) or the Bluff (Hayle
estuary); these are both sand bottom (so
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maybe in a few years we might be hailing it
that, but at the moment for me windsurfing
is still the best thing since sliced bread.

Does wing foiling compare to
windsurfing, as some suggest?
Example: if you can windsurf, you
should find wing foiling no trouble?
Yes, it does, however, saying that it is only the
wing that compares. The wing acts very
similar to a sail; you hold it in a similar way,
not quite as upright; you can sheet in and
sheet out like a sail. I think most (like myself)
will take a little time to get their heads around
because it is not attached to the board, but
any competent sailor would pick it up in a very
short period of time. If you had no wind sports
background, it’s still not a massive learning
curve with the wing; learning wind awareness
and sailing angles is probably the key factor
for most non-windsurfers.
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You also do a bit of SUP foiling
when conditions allow. Does
this help with winging? If so,
how?
Yes, massively, learning to foil is harder
than learning to use the wing, so if you can
already foil, it’s a significant advantage. It
took me under an hour to get up wing
foiling, but I could already foil, which
helped a lot. If you’re already foiling, then
you know the feeling of the foil lifting and
understand what is going on underneath
the board, leaving you to concentrate on
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Who inspires you as far as
winging goes and why?

handling and learning the wing. I’ve been
doing some wing coaching over the last few
months for my wife’s Paddleboard business
GoSUP. I would say if you have no wind
sports background, do not foil and are
looking to get into this sport, then you need
to learn one or the other first, as otherwise
your effectively trying to learn two sports at
the same time, don’t get me wrong it’s
achievable but it will be very slow progress.

I get inspired by the videos of Kai Lenny &
Co going crazy with the jumps; Balz Muller
is a level that a lot of us will only dream of,
but showing that the boundaries can be
pushed a whole lot more. Also, the guys
here that I foil and wing foil with, as if one
of them starts doing a new move or
transition, then it always pushes me to try
harder; it’s easy just to become stagnant
otherwise.

Are you ready to give up
standard windsurfing in favour
of winging yet?

And where would you love to
head – home or away – to score
a wing sesh? And why?

Haha… no! I love windsurfing more than
anything; I’m not getting any younger and
have a long term knee injury that I try to
manage as best I can, and wing foiling is
definitely easier on the knee, so when its light
with choppy onshore small waves, I opt to wing
and have a great time. Still, when conditions
are on for windsurfing, there’s no substitute.

I have some great locations right here on
my doorstep and a few more locally that I
want to explore. I want to check out places
like Bantham and Daymer Bay as I hear
they can be good with the right conditions. I
visit Fuerteventura every year, and I’ve seen
some good vids from Flag Beach, riding the
swells that squeeze between Lobos and the
Fuerte, so that would be on the itinerary the
next time I go out.

What equipment you are using
to wing foil and why?
I’m using the Neil Pryde Glide surf foil, with
the medium slim high aspect front wing is
around 1230cm projected area and gives
excellent speed and tighter turns. My board
is the JP Australia 6’8 foil board; this also
has plenty of volume for me to SUP foil, so it
is a great 2 in 1 choice without having two
boards. The Cabrinha crossing X2 wing has
undergone some huge design changes for
2021; Cabrinha has had a rethink, especially
on the centre strut design, which now gives
a very rigid, almost boom-like feel. Coupled
with two short, rigid bar handles, a no-fuss
stable wing produces a huge amount of
power if you want it.
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Final thoughts on wing foiling?
Although no-one is ripping a wave apart (not
yet anyway), the sport is growing and
developing very quickly, foil development
you can’t keep up with at the moment. I
think the guys that prone foil are where we’ll
see the waves’ biggest progression with a
foil; the boards are small, allowing them to
push the limits. Wings themselves have
more to come design-wise as well, and I’m
sure we’ll see the design divide for freeride,
surf and race wings. We already see
organised wing racing, and 2024 is the foil’s
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Olympic year, so who knows how far it will
go? No, it’s not windsurfing; the fact is it’s
not like any other board sport, the
disconnection of the board from water,
allowing you to glide above the water
silently, is an incredible feeling. It does
take time for progression, but the rewards
are defiantly there. For me, it’s opened up a
whole new avenue of riding, unrideable
swells, waves that I would look at and say
no before, now I’m reaching for my
winging kit, and every session is
progression. Like most, I thought it was a
short term fad when wings first came out,
but it’s here to stay.

Thanks and praise?
I want to thank my sponsors JP Australia,
Neil Pryde & Cabrinha, who produce the
most awesome kit year after year. I’d also
like to shout out to our local photographer
Ian Butt who stands on the beach,
sometimes in the craziest weather getting
the shots. Also, Tracy from GoSUP, who if
not on the water herself, sits behind the
lens for us.
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SUP Mag UK’s test station. If you want
your product reviewed and think it will be
of interest to SUPers
Email: tezwoz1@hotmail.co.uk

kg ie t a r

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Gear shed

Taoism –
SIC Maui Air Glide Tao 10’6 x 33” x 305L 2021
Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks
The second SIC Maui stand up paddle board I’ve tested is the
10’6 Tao. Designed by SIC’s long time (founding) shaper Mark
Raaphorst, it’s a smart looking iSUP that stands above a good
many inflatables because of the obvious quality.

Price:
£695

Info:
https://sicmaui.uk
hello@SICmaui.uk

Buy from:
https://sicmaui.uk/product
-tag/inflatable-sups/

Aesthetics are tip-top, as are
fixtures and fittings. The
double-lined construction
makes for a robust and
hardwearing iSUP, which
given the target market of
10’6 air boards is a good
thing. Equipped with a
single, centrally located fin
it’s an entry/all round fun
platform that’ll deliver a
whole heap of good times to
those piloting it.

Its deflection point sits right where
most paddlers will stand yet the
effects are minimal. Instead it
stays rock steady and feels
reactive and nimble.
Straight line tracking is pretty
decent whilst rail to rail stability is
predictable. There’s no untoward
behaviour with the Tao, instead
you’ll enjoy a confidence build
ride that’ll allow skill progression.
Should you fancy pushing the
envelope a little then push away.
SIC’s Tao 10’6 does just fine in
wavier environments and/or
bumpier/lumpier waters.

Once afloat the rigidity if the
SIC Maui Tao is commendable.
With correct air pressure it
doesn’t bow or bend like some.

CONCLUSION
SIC Maui’s Tao 10’6 is a
classic all round inflatable
stand up paddle board that’s a
great example of what this
category of board should be.
You may pay a little more for
it but the Tao’s quality and
performance is tangible. Trust
me when I say this is a board
that’ll improve your overall
SUP experience. And that’s
not elitist opinion, rather fact
having test over 2000
products to date.
Big thanks to Piotr Kadziela
from SIC Maui London for
arranging the test board.
Check out their website for
more info regarding the Tao
and other SIC Maui SUP gear.
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All comers –
O’Shea GT 11’2 QSX 2021 iSUP

So called touring boards (which is a
label I don’t personally care for as it
suggests hardcore Bear Grylls isms)
are much more versatile than you’d
initially think. It’s a point I’ve made
often. O’Shea’s 2021 GT is no
different in that sense. Therefore
paddlers taking those first tentative
steps right up to advanced sweepers
would do well with gear such as this.

Price:
£ 599

For the new season O’Shea retain
much of what the GT’s about as well
as improving upon a few things.
Glide is great with only a few short
paddle strokes needed to get it
zooming. Tracking is admirable with
it holding a line fairly well – even in
tricky, choppy, current affected
locations. Stability is fine, although
the super-lightweight nature of the
QSX GT does mean it rides higher on the
water as opposed to sinking into it. This
can make it slightly more susceptible to cross
wind but is reflective of inflatable boards as a
whole, whatever the brand.

Info:
https://osheasup.com/gtqsx-2/

CONCLUSION
An upgrade on an already
quality inflatable stand up
paddle board O’Shea’s 2021
QSX GT 11’2 is worth a look
whatever style of paddling
you’re into. Whether beginner,
intermediate or advanced
you’re certain to find a SUP
application the GT fits and
love taking it for a spin.
Rigidity is excellent, which in
turns boosts performance, and
with a wallet friendly price
there’s nothing to not like.
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The most noticeable trait with the
GT is just how rigid it is – the Quad
Stringer Technology doing its job
perfectly. All inflatables bend to
some degree. Rigidity, and how
much of it you have, is possibly
the biggest factor affecting
performance. Manufacturing and
overall shape influences this, as in
low-quality air boards using poor
quality materials and shoddy
production techniques,
doesn’t do anyone any favours.
But the foundations of a quality
product need to be in place first, which
it is here.
The GT’s a versatile bit of kit that’ll take
entry level SUPers on their first forays but
allow experienced paddlers to enjoy stand
up across a broader spectrum of conditions
– all without breaking the bank though. As
such the O’Shea QSX GT 11’2 would make a
good first choice board that’ll last long into
future seasons.

s h e d : i n f l a t a b l e s

Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks
We’ve put O’Shea’s previous GT iSUP versions to good use over
the years. In particular travelling with it abroad and using for all
round family SUP fun as well as covering distance with even
mellow SUP surfing lobbed in for good measure. The 2021 QSX
version, tested here, is poised to get all paddlers into affordable
SUP touring without hassle.

b o a r d s

Old friend –
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co
Classic 9’11 X 31.5" X 163L
Review: Tez Plavenieks Pics: Oli Lane-Peirce
It’s no secret my fondness towards the original FWBPC Classic
9’11. From the moment I stepped aboard that orange and white
stripped, retro-influenced longboard style surf SUP I was smitten.
Over the past few years it’s seen its fair share of wave action with
a smattering of flat water chucked in for good measure.
When Fresh announced their return, and an updated
Classic, I was therefore intrigued, if a little nervous.

Price:
£995

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

Info:
https://freshwaterbaypaddl
eboards.co.uk/shop/

enough once on a wave it’s
more throwabout than
previous but retains glide
and momentum carrying
properties that make the
Classic good for slack
waves. Riding from the tail
delivers carving
performance that belies its
overall dimensions –
manoeuvrability is tip top.
As such the Classic 9’11 can’t
be judged on looks alone. It
needs riding.

The V2 Classic 9’11 comes with a
new colourway in standard
construction. It’s also available in
Pawlonia wood. The blue and white
looks distinctly different to its
orange and white sibling making
for a beach stand out. Reinforced
Kevlar rails give additional
durability whereas lighter weight
and knuckle under carry handle
are welcome tweaks. The overall
shape, however, remains
unchanged.

When confronted by punchier,
hollower swells, the Classic 9’11
steps up. It’s a board that has a large
section of flat rocker but right up
front the additional pronounced
nose kick allows tight fit to wave
pockets and zero pearling during
take off. You’ll be pleasantly
surprised how critical a wave you can
ride with this surf inspired SUP. For
true traditionalists, hang a few toes
over or modern rippers can lay a rail for
some gouging carves. Tail squirters
should also apply.

Stepping aboard the V2 Classic 9’11
and that reduction of weight comes
to the fore. This Classic feels looser
and livelier than the original. Board
weight, even within the same range –
can drastically alter performance. Sure

CONCLUSION
Freshwater Bay Paddleboard Co
make a welcome return with
their updated Classic 9’11
longboard style surf SUP. Taking
an already well-liked
performance sled (by me at
least) and tweaking a small
amount to improve upon this is
no mean feat. Often changes
can worsen things – but not
here. The Classic 9’11 continues
the trend of quality SUP log
surfer that many real world
riders (and some pros) will find
favour with. Welcome back!
Classic Surf SUPs, are also
available in the larger 10’6 x 32
177L size.
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Review: Tez Plavenieks Pics: Oli Lane-Pierce
Following on from last issue’s very first eFoil test, we wanted to
check out an established company’s eFoil wares for comparison.

EFoiling may not be on your radar (yet) but
there’s certainly a growing market. The boards
themselves are
essentially
hybrid SUPs
with
foil/propulsion
system
attached.
These days
paddling isn’t
just paddling,
as I’ve said
before, with
foils bringing all watersports disciplines closer
together. Instead, eFoils offer another way to
enjoy the water and compliments your
everyday SUPing.

Price:
6,799 Euro

Info:
https://takuma.fr/fr/electri
c-foils/80-efoilcruising.html

CONCLUSION
At 160L volume Takuma’s Cruising
eFoil is stable enough for newbie
riders to settle and build confidence
from the off. The thumb controlled
throttle dial makes accelerating as
effortless as possible. You can stand
and ride, without foiling, whilst you
become accustomed. Once ready
increase speed and rise progressively,
the large front foil wing levitating
without issue. At height it’s a
controlled and stable ride that’s
pretty rapid and super fun. There’s no
question eFoil prices may prohibit.
And the unit’s weight may also put
riders off. For those wanting new
experiences, and who are able, the
Takuma Cruising eFoil is, however, a
fab bit if kit that’ll have you grinning
from ear to ear. Another ‘tool’ in the
kit box to enhance your watery
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The Cruising’s big front foil wing, long fuselage
and accompanying stabiliser wing ensure
maximum lift at slower speed and stable
pitch (nose to tail). I was a
little sceptical

about the shorter 60cm foil mast but actually
this wasn’t an issue. If you’re new to foiling a
few runs will see you get to grips with judging
ride height.
Having a dial throttle ensures incremental
control of speed. It’s intuitive and simple to
thumb up or down to increase or reduce vroom
accordingly. And if you want a quick spurt of
power then hit the boost button which gives
an additional 20% of fun.

b o a r d s

The key eFoil component is its throttle trigger.
Takuma have put a lot of effort into their
wireless, Bluetooth handheld version and it
shows. Simply switch the Cruising’s battery

I should note: assembly of the actual foil is
simple. Inside the recessed cockpit all
connections are high end waterproof, anticorrosion types. As well as the throttle there’s
much thought gone into the whole Takuma
Cruising set up.

s h e d : h a r d

French company Takuma have been involved
in foiling for a while – their offerings highly
regarded. Takuma’s Cruising eFoil also falls
slightly lower in terms of pricing when stood
next to some others.

on, wait a few seconds for it to power up,
enable the trigger and wait for it to pair. Once
done it’s time to head into the water.

kg ie t a r

New horizons –
Takuma Cruising eFoil

b o a r d s

Premium performer –
Fliteboard 5’8 x 28” x 100L eFoil
Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks
The second of this issue’s eFoil reviews focuses of Australian
brand Flite’s all round offering: the 5’8 x 100L eFoil. Taking into
account my previous prototype test (see last issue) and the
cruising model review (see elsewhere in this mag) that’s a pretty
good eFoiling market overview as it stands. A few companies have
recently popped up but the three as featured in SUPM cover most
of what you’ll find.
All eFoils require throttle familiarity. Flite’s is
sophisticated with much telemetry data
incorporated. This is all with Bluetooth
wireless connectivity and can be accessed via
iPhone app. At time of testing no Android
option. Learning to use the throttle is key.
Pairing and arming the Flite requires
understanding. Although it isn’t hard once
you read the manual and watch the vids.

Price:
€13,600

Info:

kg ie t a r

s h e d : h a r d

https://otcwatersports.com/fliteschool
https://gb.fliteboard.com/

On the water Flite’s 5’8 is fairly stable (for a
90kg rider) at rest. Dialling up the throttle and
forwards momentum (understandably)
improves this. Getting to feet is simple with a
bit of speed. Control the thrust by thumbing
the plus and minus buttons and quick smart
it’s fly time.

Flite’s 5’8 is interesting because of an
integrated propulsion system, onboard
computer and foil. You can swap foil wings but
keeping all tech ‘in house’ as it were (apart
from battery and throttle) is unique. Flite’s
clever foil fuselage is very distinct.

Flite’s eFoil is the fastest I’ve tested. And then
some. Across buttery smooth water I achieved
impressive speed. The 75cm foil mast helps
give leeway in terms of not overfilling and even
though the foil wings were the more cruisey
type there was still plenty of carveability.

There are a couple of little bits to be aware of.
Charging the battery relies on a separate
magnet attached to fire it up - don’t lose it!
And the board’s foil slot requires an O-ring
being dropped in for waterproofing. Again,
don’t lose it!

CONCLUSION
Flite’s 5’8 eFoil is a classy
product. If you’re in the market
you’ll have done your research.
The 5’8’s blisteringly fast and
makes use of modern tech with all
its functionality. Manufacturing
is top notch with great after sales
back up. Performance of the 5’8
eFoil lends itself to various
environments with a more
manoeuvrability leaning – just
make sure your skills are up to it
and you’re staying safe. For
additional kudos, portability and
wallet friendliness (ish) Flite offer
an inflatable model.
Big thanks to Tris Best for helping
with this review. Tris runs Portland
based Fliteschool: a good option if
you’re looking to demo and learn.
Give him a shout for more.
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Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks
Perceptions can be a funny thing. For instance: you may consider
Cotswolds based McConks to be just another run of the mill
inflatable stand up paddle board brand. Yet there’s more to them
than that. Enter the McConks Freedom hard SUP – yep, we said
‘hard’ board…

Price:
£990

Info:

Conceived as a hard shell windSUP
initially the Freedom turns out to be an
adept surfing sled – albeit with
windSUP performance still intact.
During testing I enjoyed some
particularly solid swell days which
delivered the perfect opportunity to
check out the Freedom’s wave
performance.

https://mcconks.com/shop/
mcconks-freedom-windwave-wing-recreation/

CONCLUSION
If you’re surprised McConks offer
hard stand up paddle boards, that
fit wave and breeze scenarios,
then don’t be. McConks owners –
Andy and Jen – come from a surf
and windsurf background so it’s
understandable. The Freedom
10’6 is a lightweight sled that’s at
home in small to larger swells for
those who fancy carving some
turns. If you want windy day
performance then you’ll also be
accommodated. Available as preorder the McConks Freedom 10’6
is a welcome toy from a brand
more associated with inflatables.
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Additional versatility’s locked in
with McConks’ Freedom 10’6
having option to attach a windsurf
rig. A bigger central fin helps here
when chasing breeze but it’s an
equally adept performer when a
blow’s in effect. And, to top it off,
flat water cruising is definitely still
applicable should waves and wind
disappear.

b o a r d s

Hopping aboard and the Freedom
feels nimble and lively, mostly
attributed to its tucked rails. That said
the board’s secondary stability is
exemplary. With current and strong
tides in the mix, Neptune’s Revenge was
doing his best to throw me off balance
but the Freedom held its own and allowed
accurate positioning whilst waiting for
jacked up peaks.

Once on a face, the 10’6 rockets
down to the trough and as long as
you’re positioned towards the
board’s rear it carves efficiently,
squirting spray as it goes. Fin tuning
certainly plays its part and I spent a
while tinkering to enable maximum
performance. Mimicking a
longboard style wave personality,
the Freedom errs on the carvier
side of the surf SUP spectrum and
would compliment a traditional
style of riding with perhaps a new
school slant.

s h e d : h a r d

To be fair this isn’t the first time McConks have
offered up a hard shell stand up paddle board.
Over the last few years there have been
options to get hold of designs more akin to
race SUPs – something that’s still the case
for 2021. In this instance, however, it’s the
Freedom 10’6 I’m spotlighting here.

Being a 10’6 the additional glide
(when compared to shorter surf SUPs
for instance) is tangible. Revving up
to speed quick smart McConks’
Freedom can be rolled in to waves
early, right out back, or take off
more critically, comforted by the
fact you’ll be able to outrun thick
pitching lips.

kg ie t a r

Freedom guaranteed –
McConks Freedom 10’6 x 32”

Tech paddle buddy –
Coros Apex Pro smartwatch

Walking (and paddling) tall –
Mistral ZKS SUP shoes

https://coros.com/apex-pro.php

https://shop.mistral.com/
collections/shoes-1

I’m happy to say the Apex Pro stands up to the rigours of
watersports and then some. I’ve been testing it for a while, and no
issues encountered, even with big smackdowns after wiping out
on waves, foiling or windsurfing. Plus, it looks like the part with a
neon yellow silicon strap and the ability to funk up the watch face
display by mixing and matching.
In terms of functionality, the Coros Apex Pro has several fitness
routines based around watersports, including two windsurf
settings and two paddlesport settings. Once in motion, it’ll
measure a whole host of data, including calorie count, heart rate
and so on, but also pick up on live weather data where applicable.
When back at the ranch, you can then peruse your stats via the
Apex Pro itself or connected Coros app.

When Mistral’s ZKS SUP shoes arrived, I didn’t look too hard
at first assuming they were standard canvas, baseball-style
trainers. It was only when I unboxed them properly and gave
a once over did I realise they were something more
performance orientated with a lot of ‘design’ built-in.

The app and watch are intuitive to use and give snapshot data
with more in-depth statistics at the press of a button. It’s fun to
see how fast you were paddling and check this against Google
Maps, for instance. There’s also the ability to connect to some
third-party apps like Strava, adding more functionality. Of course,
with this being the modern age, all this is sharable to social media.

As mentioned, the styling is very much laid back, about town
on a Saturday, baseball lookalike kicks. But with renowned
Australian boating brand Zhik at the controls of design, it
becomes obvious how fit for SUP they are when you scope the
breathable neoprene upper and superb sole.
Superior comfort is what I first noted upon plonking them on
my feet. They are like a pair of old familiar slippers. There’s no
reason you couldn’t don Mistral’s ZKS trainers on land, giving
an amphibious element.

Being a smartwatch, it also tells the time and connects to your
smartphone and lets you know of incoming calls and texts. Plus, a
couple of other notifications if you need them. Within the Apex
Pro’s interface, you can manage just how notifications you’re
happy to receive.

For additional support and security the lace option allows
efficient tightening. If you’re heading into circulating water
then ratcheting up the laces, will ensure they don’t come off.

CONCLUSION
I love the Coros Apex Pro. It’s very applicable to me as a multiple
watersports rider and covering other disciplines, and you don’t
need to be a fitness junkie to get the most out of the watch.
Likewise, if serious training’s your thing, then it’s a nifty little tool
to complement your workouts. Being able to check back after each
session and judge performance is fun and interesting. The only
slight niggle is accuracy relies on the wearer. So unless you’re bang
on it, I wouldn’t take readings as gospel, instead merely a guide. For
instance, I sometimes forget to stop the routine (and vice versa, hit
go). Nonetheless, it’s an awesome bit of tech that suits stand up
paddlers and other active types alike.
Price: £449

Grip is maximised by the extremely well engineered sole. As
well as being fit for SUP, Mistral’s ZKS shoes are applicable to
dancing about on decks of boats, waltzing around marinas or
anywhere there’s water and surfaces are likely to be slippy –
even mopping the kitchen floor!
I was pleased to discover the ZKS trainers are also quite warm.
There’s no question they’re more applicable to balmier
water/weather days, rather than UK winters, but even during off
seasons there’ll be suitable periods.
For me, Mistral’s ZKS shoes also double as reef booties. A few
spots I launch require navigation of rocky shoreline. That top
drawer sole copes admirably with hard, seabed debris,
protecting tootsies in stylish fashion.

kg ie t a r

s h e d : a c c e s s o r i e s

Review & pics: Tez Plavenieks. Coros Apex Pro is the first
smart fitness watch that I’ve used properly. In the past, I’ve
been dubious as to such products’ robustness due to the
nature of what I do. With all that tech on your wrist, for me, it
needs to be super rugged to cope with the multiple ins and
outs of the water each week. I’ve had supposed tough
watches in previous years fail after only a short time.

CONCLUSION
Mistral’s ZKS SUP shoes are a welcome discovery. Knowing little
about the product beforehand I’m now totally sold seeing many
practical scenarios – both afloat and on land – where they’ll fit
perfectly. It’s also nice to have shoes like this that don’t look run of
the mill, i.e like any other neoprene boot. For additional versatility
keeping on feet, away from the water, means wearers will get
maximum bang for buck. Available in men and women versions.
Price: £40.00
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d i r e c t o r y
Learn | Progress | Train
SUP Yoga & Pilates
SUP Fitness
Tours | Retreats | Holidays
Fitness Training on & off water
Instructor training courses

moxieunleashed.com

Moxie Unleashed
SUP & Fitness

07568 107963

What aspects of your paddling skills can be
transferred into your day to day life and vice versa?
Nikki is a SUP loving mindset and confidence coach who will
help you improve your performance & confidence in all areas of
your life both on and off the water.

www.tigerbeecoaching.co.uk
@nikkipeterson__

Learn SUP in
London with
Active360

SUP

insurance

Lessons, trips, courses,
races, parties, events,
Yoga and SUP Ball. Bases
around London and offer
SUP in iconic locations
such as India, Sardinia
and the Hebrides.
info@active360.co.uk
0203 393 5360
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made easy
craftinsure.com
03452 607888
6 888
Get the App:
craftinsure.com/app
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Interview with…

ezine

RICHARD FOX
By Corran Addison

The beginnings of Flow
By Adam Evans
Sideslipping a canoe
By Ray Goodwin
The River Tay
By Carmen Kuntz
Croatian 1,000 islands
By Elaine Farquharson
Feedback on the river4
By Jamie Greenhalgh & Chris Brain
Meccano in the shoe
By Chris Evans
Downwinding in Finistere
HelenTreherot
Scandinavian SUP adventures
By Lucinda Norris
The forward stroke
By BillVonnegut
Watching wildlife
By Rupert Kirkwood
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Winter issue of

CANOE FOCUS
2020 virtual award winners
Paddling and periods
BC membership: five good reasons

+

The Wylie Diary
By SarahThornely (Supjunkie)
Ireland’s Upper Nore
By John Campion
FreeStyle canoeing and music
By Bruce Kemp

IN PARTNERSHIP WITH BRITISH CANOEING

